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Editorial 

 
Astrid Gynnild, Editor 

 

 

 

GT constantly challenges grounded theorists to expand their skills and competencies in areas 

where they know little. Many researchers experience that theoretical coding is possibly the 

most difficult task of doing grounded theory.  One of the many myths is that most, or all, 

grounded theories are basic processes, or that they should be. As documented in Theoretical 

Sensitivity (Glaser, 1978) and Theoretical Coding (Glaser, 2005), there are dozens of 

theoretical codes and coding families available for grounded theorists to pick and choose 

from, depending on best fit for their particular theory.  

 

In this issue of the Grounded Theory Review, I am delighted to publish a new 

research by Barney Glaser. “Staying Open: The Use of Theoretical Codes in GT,” is soon to 

be published as chapter two in Dr. Glaser’s new book No Preconceptions: The Grounded 

Theory Dictum. In this chapter, Dr. Glaser discusses consequences of theoretical 

preconceptions and the importance of actively studying theoretical codes to expand one’s 
repertoire of TCs. His message is that by constantly comparing theoretical codes also beyond 

one’s field, the growing mastery of TCs will help researchers open up, let go of personal and 

professional preconceptions, and become more sensitive to the data.   

 

 Following Barney Glaser’s often cited advice of using and exploring the constant 

comparative method beyond one’s field, Glen Gatin from Burdon University in Canada has 

generated a beginning formal theory of Keeping Your Distance. His starting point was the 

changing notions of distance prompted by ICT learning and social networking online. Dr. 

Gatin’s theory helps explain many apparent paradoxes related to extended openness of our 

time. Strategies for regulating distance are manifest in interactions between individuals and 

in the interactions between individuals and institutions. When we are accessible to “the 
whole world” wherever we are via new technologies, strategies for keeping your distance 
seems to be particularly important for identity formation.  

 

Colin Griffiths from Ireland has studied verbal and non-verbal interactions of people with 

severe and complex disabilities. After collecting visual micro-data using video, Griffiths spent 

months analyzing the videos, frame by frame, according to the GT protocol. He points out 

that baseline data, the fourth layer of data in grounded theory, is defined as the best 

description a participant can offer. In his study, baseline data constituted micro and macro 

behaviors such as vocalization, facial expressions and body activity gestures. Griffiths 

discusses the strengths and challenges of collecting data from raw footage following GT 

procedures. He concludes that visual micro-data are well suited for uncovering and 

explaining patterns of non-verbal behavior. 

 

In the next article, Gary Evans from the United Kingdom provides a ”Rationale for selection 
of classical grounded theory methodology” based on an examination of classic grounded 

theory, straussian grounded theory, constructivist grounded theory, and feminist theory 
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respectively. Evans argues that the answer is in the data, but in order to find out which GT 

approach will be a good fit for you, one need to understand GT philosophy and decide which 

of them that best match your philosophy of research. Insights into the differences in coding 

procedures in particular, help identify personal preferences.  Writes Evans, ”Learning the 
different methodologies is a difficult journey as terminology often sounds similar to the 

novice researcher, but only by exploring the differences can the researcher rationalize their 

own choice.” 
 

Daniel Berry, Canada, and four colleagues have written an interesting methodological 

essay which demonstrates the power of a classic GT to identify what is happening in a 

practical situation of software engineering. The ICT professors have identified striking 

similarities between the cyclic steps of a classic GT process and that of software engineers’ 
approaches to requirements engineering and architecture recovery. The authors emphasize 

that requirements engineering ”can be done in a way that resembles using a classic GT 
process to discover and construct requirements of the program that its client needs and 

wants.” As a consequence, the resulting requirements specification, which is a reflection of 

human-made decisions about the expected behavior of a program that meets human needs, 

might be called a working GT.  

 
Finally, the experienced grounded theorist Susan Stillman from the United States provides 

a thought provoking review of one of Barney Glaser’s latest books, Getting out of the Data: 

Grounded Theory Conceptualization. She initially thought that any reader could easily delve 

into this book, but after testing it on a friend, she realized that the content of the book is for 

people who are genuinly interested in learning more about ditching description and going 

from data to conceptualization.  

 

Hans Thulesius from Sweden reviews another book by Barney Glaser that was recently 

published, Stop, Write: Writing Grounded Theory. Thulesius guides the reader through the 

chapters and reminds us, when reflecting on aspects of sorting confusion discussed by 

Glaser, that not all confusion can be eliminated, since confusion ”is a part of the method. 
Confusion triggers the preconscious processing that takes care of assimilating ideas and 

parts of ideas into an integrated whole.” And that eventually helps grounded theorists write 

up their theories.   

 

Have a good read! 
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Staying Open: The Use of Theoret ical Codes in GT

Barney G. Glaser, PhD, Hon.  PhD

Theoret ical codes (TC’s)  are the abst ract  m odels that  em erge during the sort ing of m ature 

m em os in to a potent ial substant ive theory. They conceptualize the int egrat ion of

substant ive codes int o hypotheses of a substant ive theory.  The researcher is challenged to 

staying open to their  em ergence and earned relevance rather than their  preconceived 

forcing, which is very st rong. They not  only br ing in their  fram ework, but  also their  

theoret ical perspect ive, which can easily force the data beyond em ergence.  For exam ple,

using a basic social process TC requires at  least  two stages and there m ay not  be a process 

in the sort ing em ergence.  I t  m ay be all j ust  be dim ensions or condit ional.  I n this chapter I  

discuss the skill  of staying open to the em ergent  TC. As the reader knows, there are m any 

TC’s and each has its requirem ent  for use and perspect ive.  I n chapter 3 of the book 

Get t ing out  of the Data: I  will discuss m ore fully all the TC effects that  or iginate

preconcept ions.

I nt roduct ion

The full power of GT com es with staying open to the em ergence of codes that  fit  with 

relevance when generat ing a GT.  This power em erges especially with sort ing m ature 

m em os int o theoret ical codes for writ ing up.  Substant ive coding com es com parat ively easy 

and is excit ing giving the researcher the exhilarat ing feeling of discovery.  Put t ing the 

theory together with theoret ical coding seem s for m any not  so easy.  I t  can have a 

beguiling m yst ique, with forcing im plicat ions for preconcept ions.  As Cut liffe says from  his 

experience:  “TC usage places   the m ost  dem and on researcher’s creat ivity.”

TC’s are frequent ly left  out  of otherwise quite good GT papers, m onographs and 

dissertat ions although they are always im plicit ,  such as range, dim ension, or process.  The 

novice GT researcher finds them  hard to assim ilate into his/ her theory, which has to be 

finished for external requirem ents.  Here I  will  consider several sources of difficulty with 

preconcept ive consequences in using TC’s.  Staying open to the non forced, non 

preconceived discovery and use of TC’s is the focus of this chapter.  For a m ore extensive 

discussion on t he em ergence of TC’s during sort ing see chapters 3,4,and 5 of m y book:  The 

Grounded Theory Perspect ive I I I :  Theoret ical Coding (Sociology Press, 2005) . I  hope to add 

new insights in using TC’s.

Readers who are challenged in staying on the substant ively abst ract  of 

conceptualizat ion m ay find this chapter even m ore challenging. Keeping researchers on an 

abst ract conceptual level is hard for those t rained in im m ediate accurate descript ion, such 

as m edicine, nursing, business, m anagem ent , social work etc., m any of whom  are at t racted 

to  GT research.  Pract ical considerat ions of work easily take over.  Staying open to the 
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em ergent  conceptualizat ion will actually increase their  power of descript ion, they soon learn.  

Get t ing on the TC level of abst ract ion even m ore so.  TC’s are abst ract  m odels that  

integrate categories and their propert ies int o a theory.  They em erge and put  a theory 

together when sort ing m ature m em os.  They are easily forced.  Thus, staying open to their  

em ergence is not  easy for novices.  Their use com es with experiencing m any research 

studies as part  of the experient ial growth of doing GT and learning earned relevance with 

theoret ical sensit iv ity.  Rem em ber they are always im plicit  in a substant ive GT, the sim plest  

being dim ensional, if one doesn’t  em erge for the novice.  TC’s are not  to be preconceived

forced by a discipline, supervisor or a pet  code. Pet  codes happen with grab easily, such as 

basic social process or networking. They spread like wild fire like the fashionable, “ self 

sustaining system s.”  They preconceive the theory m odel easily.

Staying Open

For the researcher, staying open to the earned relevance of a TC m eans being open to the 

fullest  possible array of TC’s.  The researcher learns and m ast ers sensit iv it y to as m any TC’s

as possible.  The m ore TC’s the researcher learns, the m ore this requirem ent  becom es 

excit ing.  Substant ive theories use them  in their nam e such as “survivalizing of hom eless:  a 

basic social process,”  or “ fluctuat ing support  networks.”   There are lists of of TC’s in m y 

books Theoret ical Sensit ivity, Doing GT and Theoret ical Coding:  the Grounded Perspect ive 

I I I .   TC’s can com e from  all fields like revolving am plifying causal system s from  econom ics.

Most  GT researchers I  have read to date get  the staying open point  easily for 

substant ive coding but  not  for TC’s.  For failure to study TC’s they are not  sensit ive to what  

could em erge.  Rather, they use t he TC of the perspect ive of their  field of or igins, hence are 

likely to be preconceived.  They even can describe their  GT research by the preconceived 

TC.  For exam ple “ I am  studying a basic social process,” which is a pervasive, popular TC 

with grab. I  say m aybe yes, m aybe no.  TC perspect ives becom e assum ed by the prefram ed 

researcher being wedded to say sym bolic interact ion or social st ructure categories.

There is nothing wrong with using social st ructure or sym bolic interact ion perspect ive 

TC’s if they earn relevance through em ergence.  My effort  here is to put  a stop to the 

assum ed default  relevance, caused by rout ine forcing irrespect ive of fit  or relevance and 

rem olding GT to just  another a QDA m ethod.   One reads of St rauss’s condit ional m at r ix 

everywhere in the lit erature as if always relevant , which assert ion is not  grounded.   GT is a 

general m ethodology that  can be used with any type of data and therefore any TC.  

Therefore, it  has no special theoret ical perspect ive or epistem ology.  The point  is always to 

figure out  what  the data is, not  what  it  is not .  GT just  searches for latent  pat terns in 

whatever data is being used.  GT is a concept  indicator m ethod.  Not  all data is socially 

const ructed, but  if the researcher has som e, it  too will  have its pat terns. I t  is up to the GT 

researcher to tell the reader exact ly what  data he has and how the concepts and TC’s 

em erged from  it .   “All is data”  and all data can yield substant ive and theoret ical codes.  GT 

does not  need a “grande”  epistom ology with a favorite TC to just ify its use.  Those 

researchers wedded to a perspect ive, an epistem ology will preconceive their  TC use.  

Staying open to the TC’s that  com e from  all fields and types of data is enriching  for t he GT 
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research.  For exam ple, the random walk m odel for biochem ist ry or am plifying causal 

looping from  econom ics or conjunct ional causat ion in polit ical science are all enriching to 

watch for. I f the researcher stays open.

Staying open to what  can em erge can be tuned in on itself, however. I t  is as if to 

stay open and suspend preconcept ion cannot  be based on the sim ple abilit y to suspend 

knowledge.  I t  has to be based on expected or expert  knowledge. Experts in a field find it  

easy to say a category  em erged or a TC em erged, which is really just  a product  of their  

advanced t raining.  They will  claim  preconcept ively that  their  exquisitely tuned capacity 

guided them  where to look to get  the best  categories and TC’s.  I t  is claim ed as an 

undeniable asset  that  m akes they open to learned and experienced preconcept ions.  I n 

sum , highly t rained people well form ed in their  field find it  hard to t ranscend their  

experienced view.  They see it  everywhere rather that  staying open. However m uch they 

pretend to be open.  They can easily spot  preconcept ions of categories and TC’s in others.  

Staying in cont rol wins over staying open.  They m ust  be aware of m ore subt le forcing 

based on experience when doing their  own research. The novice GT research can suspend 

preconcept ion based on lack of knowledge and t raining in an area.  The experienced GT 

researcher is not  so fortunate in this regard:  subt le forcing abounds.

By now the reader m ay be discouraged and feeling that  he/ she cannot  stay open to 

TC’s.  That  is, it  is just  too hard to leave the com fort , safety of cherished learned and 

t rusted TC’s of their  field and colleagues.  I  say “not  so.”   They are not  to be given up.  

They are to be added to by learning m ore TC’s, by becom ing sensit ive to the addit ions and

then let t ing learned relevance dictat e their  use.  Staying open to em ergent  TC’s progresses 

as the researcher learns m ore and m ore.  The researcher should study beyond the boundary 

of his field.  Of course this can yield endless possibilit ies, As one progresses sensit iv ity to 

them  increases and it  is easy to pick up on the m odel put t ing together any theory.  They are 

excit ing to learn as they give an abst ract  view of data and grasping them  is not  hard, once 

the researcher gets the sensit iv ity.  The wider the array of TC’s that  one learns the less the 

tendency is to preconceive with a pet  or discipline TC.  I  have listed m any in m y books:  

Theoret ical Sensit ivity, Doing Grounded Theory and GT Perspect ive I I ,  Theoret ical coding.  

Start  with reading them  to learn staying open to be sensit ive to em ergent  TC’s;   Rem em ber 

they m odel a substant ive theory excit ingly well,  but  the researcher does not  have to have 

one.  I t  is im portant  not  to force one on the theory just  because one has not  em erged.

The excitem ent  of learning TC’s is well put  by Walter Fernandez when he 

says, quite r ight ly, ”Theoret ical coding conceptualizes hypotheses that  are int egrated int o a 

theory.  The grounded integrat ion of concepts is a flexibilit y act ivity im plying theoret ical 

sensit iv ity to a num ber a num ber of possible TC’s that  provides new perspect ives that  

rem ain  grounded in the data.”   Fernandez then provides his reader with a two page chart  of 

26 TC/ s.  This list  helps the researcher stay open to which, if any, TC m ay em erge. The 

m ore TC’s a researcher learns, the less is the tendency to derail  a substant ive theory int o a 

rout ine discipline TC.  Earned relevance of em ergent  TC/ s that  em erge in theoret ical sort ing 

of m em os is a m ust , if the researcher uses one.  They em erged with the skill  developm ent  

of the researcher.  I t  is part  of developing theoret ical sensit iv ity about  how they m odel and 
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how to let  their  use em erge. Skim m ing and dipping in of papers from  other fields can be 

fun, quick and easy.  Let  m e give an exam ple on how a TC can pop up.   

I n perusing a biochem ist ry paper I  cam e upon the “ random  walk”  m odel.  This 

m eans that  all var iables are in unorganized flux unt il  one variable is int roduced and then,  all 

of a sudden, all the variables in flux im m ediately fall into a stable organized pat ter.  This 

m odel is highly applicable to social life and act ion.  People m ixing at  random and visit ing

each other in all direct ions before a m eet ing suddenly com e to order when the host  or 

lecturer appears.  I t  happens in fancy sem inars, courts, staff m eet ings, children’s play yards 

etc.  We can see it  everywhere.  A “com e to order”  is announced, in m any ways, and the 

order of the occasion is produced alm ost  im m ediately.

Another TC that  jum ped off an econom ic art icle I  was perusing is “am plifying casual 

looping.”   This TC is part  of the int eract ion of effects fam ily.  As consequences becom e 

cont inually causes and the cause becom e cont inually consequences one sees either 

worsening or bet ter ing progressions.  This m odel can apply everywhere in cont inuing

relat ionships that  im prove or worsen.  I t  applies to abusive relat ionships or love 

relat ionships.  I  am  sure the reader can see its generality and applicat ion booth posit ive and 

negat ive, say in growing spousal abuse.  I t  is an easy TC to preconceive and force, so 

careful, it  m ust  grounded.

Another TC com es from polit ical science and is harder to spot :  “ conjunctural 

causat ion.”   I t  m eans that  a set  of causes have to occur in som e connect ion to  generate a 

consequence.   The connect ion between the cases requires a com plex set  of condit ions.  

Different  sets of the sam e causes have different  consequences. Som e of the causes are 

very relevant  and som e are just  t r iggers.  I t fit s polit ical science on a large nat ional scale,

for exam ple  organizing various subgroups to vote on m easure or when do condit ions 

reorganize to turn a peaceful dem onst rat ion int o a brutal r iot .

These three exam ples show how com plex causal m odels that  em erge can provide 

integrat ion substant ive codes that  go far beyond sim ple causat ion that  is forced “as 

appropriate“ by local authoritat ive disciplines. The reader will find it  fun to skim  theories 

from  other fields to pick up their  TC’s and thereby open them  selves up to m any TC’s.  The 

m ore this is done, the m ore the researcher will have the realizat ion that  the num ber of TC’s 

is endless and therefore staying open and sensit ive to what  ever TC em erges is the way to 

do GT.  To focus on only one TC preferred by a field is a pure preconceived shut  down of GT 

m ethodology.

Bear in m ind, do not  worry if your substnat ive GT theory has no TC.  I t  will be 

im plicit  in the theory.  The im portant  ideas is to not  preconceive one, just  to have one to 

point  to. Also, studying theories in m any fields to find TC’s m ay be a task, excit ing for 

som e, but  not  for others. I t  is opt ional.  Learn t he ones in m y books.

TC’s are Slippery
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TC’s are the least  understood aspect  of generat ion GT  When GT m ethodology is used 

m erely as a legit im at ing jargon for a QDA then of course understanding TC is m oot  and one 

just  preconceives the field favorite TC.  But  when the researcher is genuinely t rying to do 

GT research, the first  confusion is theoret ically substant ively coding the data.  Later in the 

research, when sort ing m ature m em os, starts the confusion is sort ing for theoret ical codes.  

Both types of coding em erge from  the data and are recorded in m em os.  They occur in 

m ixes. When a TC int egrates the substant ive codes with fit  and relevance, GT is being 

generated.  For exam ple, a causal m odel can easily be m ixed with  a zone of tolerance and 

two outside sit t ing points.  Learning TC’s em phasizes the earned relevance of these m ixes 

as they m odel substant ive codes.  The possibili t ies are there and grounded.  Unlike 

substant ive coding, the underlying groundedness is less clear since they are abst ract  m odels 

of int egrat ion based on sort ing m ature m em os for a best  fit .   Their fit ,  therefore, is not  as 

underlying t ight  with the data as a substant ive code is.  Their organizat ion of a theory is not  

r ight  or wrong so m uch as variable on an abst ract  level.  There can be alternat ives as the 

researcher generates and m aintains the fit ,  work and relevance of his substant ive codes.

The variabilit y can be slippery and often result  in confusion, depression and anxiety 

over the em ergence of the best  fit  m odel of integrat ion.  Of course, best  fit grounding is 

required in the TC em ergence, but  given the ready m odificat ion of a GT the TC m odel can 

easily get  adjusted as it  em erges.  This, of course, can add to its confusion and then forcing 

of a preconceived TC on the codes as a way out  of the confusion that  com es with wait ing

and sort ing for the TC of earned relevance.  Forcing with fam iliar field concepts can easily 

lead to irrelevancies. For exam ple, every GT is not  a BSP (basic social process)  and r ich as 

this TC is, forcing it  on a theory with stages of a process that  does not  exist  can dilute fit  

and relevance.  One goal of a GT researcher is to develop a repertoire of as m any TC’s as 

possible.  This m axim izes the em ergent  fit t ing of the substant ive theory int o a well 

generated integrated em ergent  m odel.

Som e researchers get  confusion between the m eanings of substant ive coding and 

theoret ical coding.  Needless to say, substant ive codes are the categories and their  

propert ies that  em erge in conceptualizing the data from  the substant ive area being 

researched.  They are used to build the substant ive theory, but  are not  theoret ical codes.  

TC’s are used to provide the abst ract  m odel that  em erges when sort ing m ature substant ive 

coded m em os.  TC’s m ust  also pat tern out when sort ing m em os to provide grounded 

integrat ion of the substant ive codes.  Preconceived TC’s can easily force the int egrat ive 

m odel.

Without  substant ive codes, theoret ical codes are em pty abst ract ions.  But  

substant ive codes can be related without  explicit   TC’s.  Without  a TC the results is easily 

som ewhat  confused and theoret ically unclear as to int egrat ive connect ions.  The im plicit  TC 

is typically dim ensions of a core concept .    I t  is the integrat ive int eract ion between 

substant ive and theoret ical codes that  fully character ize the generat ing of GT.  This is 

sim ple to say but  leads to confusion since TC’s exist  on a higher abst ract  level of m odeling 

substant ive code relat ionships or hypotheses.  However, substant ive  codes are often called 

theoret ical codes and thus m ixing the two  usually m eaning confusion or just  m issing TC’s

all together.
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Everyone after an init ial t ry loves and understands the constant  com parat ive m ethod 

for generat ing substant ive categories and their  propert ies. As one GT researcher wrote m e, 

“your phrase  ‘fluctuat ing support  networks’ has really grabbed m y at tent ion”  (Holton em ail 

6/ 9/ 03) .  But  this joy and grab is not  so for TC’s, except  perhaps for discovery of a BSP.  

TC’s are often ignored, left  im plicit  or just  plain m issed  with no understanding.  

Researchers generate categories nam ing latent  pat terns social act ion all the t im e.  And 

these nam es easily grab others.  The sam e researchers often do not  system at ically sort  

m em os to generate TC’s,  except  m aybe to  m um ble causes or processes.

Substant ive categories grab by denot ing recognizable pat terns, where TC’s seldom  

have t his grab since they denote abst ract  m odels t hat  are usually im plicit  in the theory, and 

seldom  explicit ly m ent ioned.  And it  is even m ore confusing if the TC and the core 

substant ive code have the sam e nam e, such as process.  Thus it  is clear that  substant ive 

codes are on a different  conceptual level of abst ract ion. And TC’s are m ore abst ract  since 

they m odel the int egrat ion of the substant ive categories which nam e grounded pat terns.  

Mixing the two types of codes is typical and hard to figure out  at  t im es.

Confusions occur like this.  A core category m ay be a TC nam ed  such as becom ing 

or cult ivat ing or rout ing  and they are BSP’s, but  the BSP is not  the core, it  j ust  m odels the 

core substant ive code.  Thus, in one dissertat ion the core category was survivalizing, which 

was a basic social process. The abst ract  level relat ionship of both types of coding is always 

the sam e.  TC’s are m ore abst ract  than substant ive categories,  no m at t er what  level they 

start  at  and GT is readily m odifiable, unlike the accuracy of descript ion.  I n sum , the 

researcher   constant ly com pares to generate substant ive codes from  and sorts m ature 

theoret ical m em os int o a what  ever TC he best  thinks art iculates his theory, or he leaves 

the TC im plicit .   On the abst ract  level it  is easy enough to dist inguish between substant ive 

codes and theory codes.  But  on the descript ive level they get  m uddled.  This m uddling 

occurs in the writ ings of m any QDA theorists such as I an Dey or Jan Morse.

Are TC’s necessary?   As I  have said, the answer is “no,” but  a substant ive theory is 

best  when a TC’s is explicit ly used.  TC’s are always im plicit ly in the theory, even when not  

consciously used.  But  a GT will appear m ore plausible, m ore relevant  and m ore enhanced 

when integrated and m odeled by an em ergent  TC.  The hypotheses will be clearer and stand 

in relief from  the superficiality of a conceptual QDA.    Using a TC from  sort ing m ature 

m em os m akes generat ing substant ive categories and their  propert ies easier and the 

result ing theory m ore com plex and m ult ivar iate.  As long as t here is no preconcept ion, a TC 

helps m ore theoret ical sam pling, theoret ical saturat ion, and delim it ing the theory to reach 

theoret ical com pleteness because it  provides an em ergent  guiding fram ework.  Analyzing a 

theoret ical fram ework without  an em ergent  TC is harder, but  happens.  But  be caut ious, as 

this is when preconcept ion of a TC occurs and is forced for its guidance in int egrat ion.  But  

the TC should em erge however tem pt ing forcing m ay be.  I t  is easy by pr ior t raining to 

force one on form ing the theory as a fram ing tendency. Resist this preconceived  

tem ptat ion, however st rong.  Staying open to em ergent  TC’s is im portant  and totally 

necessary.  They prov ide the full r ich understanding of the substant ive theory being 

generated.  They also place the m ost  dem and on the generat ing sensit iv ity skills of the 

researcher.  Experience in generat ing theories increases this skill.
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Keeping Your Distance

Glen Gat in, Brandon University

Abstract

This analysis began with inquir ies int o the substant ive area of distance educat ion 

using the classic grounded theory m ethod. Analysis revealed a pat tern of problem -

solving behavior, from which the theory Keeping Your Distance em erged. The theory 

is an integrated set  of concepts referr ing to t he conscious and unconscious st rategies 

that  people use to regulate distance, physical and representat ive, in their  everyday 

lives. St rategies are used to cont rol physical, em ot ional, and psychological realit ies 

and to conserve personal energy in interact ions with individuals and/ or inst itut ions. 

For all social int eract ions, people use a personalized algorithm  of engagem ent  that  

m it igates condit ions and consequences and preserves opt im al distance. Keeping Your 

Distance provides a theoret ical start ing point  for considerat ions of the changing 

not ions of distance. I n part , these changes have been brought  about  by 

developm ents in the fields of I nform at ion and Com m unicat ion Technology ( I CT)  and 

online social networking.

I nt roduct ion

This study began in the substant ive area of distance educat ion by analyzing the 

responses of people who used com puter-m ediated distance educat ion as they solved 

problem s and resolved concerns. Data were collected in face- to- face int erviews as 

well as from  inst itut ional docum ents, collegial com m ents, casual conversat ion and 

observat ional data. Glaser’s (1998)  dictum  that  all is data was int erpreted to m ean 

that  not  only is it  possible to use a variety of data sources, but  that  as m any data 

sources as possible should be exam ined. I nit ial part icipants for this analysis were 

chosen from  related groups:  students, support  staff, adm inist rat ion and faculty 

involved in the distance educat ion enterprise. After the analysis of the first  three 

interviews a pat tern began to form ; after the sixth interview the core variable 

em erged. I nterviews cont inued unt il the m ain propert ies were established and 

saturated. Early theoret ical sam pling looked beyond the init ial groups from  the 

distance educat ion arena to test  the generalizabilit y of the core variable. Extant  

theory provided im portant  data, part icular ly, Moore’s (1997)  Theory of Transact ional 

Distance. 

Data were coded and condensed int o writ ten m em os. Mem os were sorted 

according to analyt ical rules (Glaser, 1978) . The m ost  cr it ical rule for sort ing was the 

relat ionship of the m em o to the core variable;  if a m em o was not  related to the core 
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variable or a property of the core variable, it  was left  out  of the analysis. The analyst  

established rules for the determ inat ion of the core variable, the one that  explains the 

m ost  variat ion, recognizing that  “ the goal is not  to cover all possible theoret ical 

possibili t ies nor explain all variat ion.”  ( p.122) . Other rules relate to t he integrat ive fit  

of ideas and are “based on the assum pt ion that  the social organizat ion of the world is 

integrated and the job of the grounded theorist  is to discover it ”  (p. 123) . The 

m em os becom e the out line, and then the writer m ust  m erely connect  and int egrate 

the ideas together into a form al theory.

The theory of keeping your distance em erged through at  least  three dist inct  

levels of abst ract ion:  concrete/ descript ive, m etaphoric/ sym bolic, and 

abst ract / conceptual. What  follows is the elucidat ion of that  theory using the 

“condit ions and consequences”  m odel (Glaser, 1978, p. 74) . These are not  findings

but  an int egrated set  of hypotheses. I llust rat ions and exam ples are from  data 

collected in this research and are provided for the purpose of establishing im agery 

and understanding. These illust rat ions and exam ples are for the purpose of m aking 

the theory clear and should not  be considered as proofs or descr ipt ions of the 

process used to derive the theory. References to theoret ical work by others are not  

necessarily int ended to seek verificat ion of th is theory or to t ry to verify another 

theory. 

Overview

Keeping Your Distance is a grounded theory about  a pat tern of behavior people use 

in their  social interact ions and engagem ents with others. Essent ially, people arrange 

their  world in such a way as to have physical and em ot ional cont rol of their  

circum stances by m aintaining distance in various realm s. Arranging for physical 

distance in the spat ial or geographical sense is the m ost  obvious response, but  

sym bolic distance is often used as a proxy for physical distance. People use physical 

distance to ensure safety, autonom y, and em ot ional cont rol and to preserve energy 

while engaging with the world. Seeking to create physical distance m ay be a 

response to a perceived physical threat , but  physical distance m ay also be used to 

m it igate perceived em ot ional and existent ial threats. People develop and em ploy a 

repertory of techniques to m aintain a sym bolic distance, even when in physical 

proxim ity to others. Techniques used are m ost  often a com binat ion of behaviors or 

st rategies. 

Theory

People keep their  distance in response to condit ions that  ar ise in various set t ings in 

their  everyday lives. They em ploy purposeful st rategies designed to ensure an 

opt im al distance, and these st rategies have outcom es. I n keeping their  distance,

people use com plex system at ic processes to adjust  for changes in condit ions and to 

adjust  for the effect  of previously applied st rategies. The keeping your distance
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process is recursive and in m ost  instances does not  result  in a com pletely 

sat isfactory outcom e. The drive for opt im al outcom e is balanced by the energy 

required by the st rategic responses. People m ay be able to tolerate a less than 

opt im al distance if there are m it igat ing factors. Mit igat ing factors of keeping your 

distance include a personal coefficient  of preferred distance. 

Keeping your distance applies across contexts

The tendency to engage in keeping your distance persists across contexts although 

the st rategies m ay vary. St rategies that  a person uses in his or her everyday 

exchanges with fam ily m ay be different  from  those used in pursuit  of educat ion, 

career, or other social contexts. I n a fam ily relat ionship, physical contact  is usually 

regarded as a necessary ingredient . Parents and children are hugged, fr iends 

em braced, lovers caressed, all requir ing direct  physical contact . I n these 

circum stances m ore discrete keeping your distance m ethods are em ployed. Even the 

m ost  loving relat ionship requires som e distance. People need to al low distance in any 

relat ionship and respect  the subt le keeping your distance cues that  others display. I n 

m any fam ily relat ionships keeping your distance is r itualized and built  into such 

things as the boys' night  out or gir ls' night  out . Anecdotal com parisons indicate m any 

such r itual distance st rategies associated with in- law relat ionships. These are 

accepted m echanism s of ensuring that  relat ionship boundaries and distances are 

observed in the m ost  int im ate fam ily relat ionships. Collegial discussions offered the 

exam ple of the distance that  an adolescent  establishes and m aintains from  parents 

as a necessary com ponent  of developing m aturity. Keeping your distance st rategies 

applied in an educat ion set t ing would not  be appropriate in a fam ily context , just  as 

int im ate exchanges appropriate in a fam ily relat ionship are inappropriate in an 

educat ion context .

Keeping your distance is a basic pat tern of social behavior that  is expressed in 

the act ivit ies of individuals but is also m anifest  in interact ions with inst itut ions and 

com m unit ies. People use keeping your distance collect ively and the out lines of the 

basic pat tern can be seen in com m unit ies and com panies as easily as with 

individuals. I deologically dist inct  com m unit ies such as religious or polit ical groups 

m anifest  the keeping your distance im pulse m ost  clearly but  all com m unit ies em ploy 

m ethods of creat ing distance for their  m em bership. Every com m unity - - geographic, 

professional, or social - - has a repertory of techniques designed to keep m em bers 

close and nonm em bers at  a distance. A physical com m unity ( in the geographic 

sense)  m ay erect  a gated wall to keep others at  a distance. 

Professional com m unit ies use licensure, credent ialing and com m unicat ion 

cont rols to ensure that  nonm em bers are kept  at  a sym bolic or physical distance. 

Social com m unit ies use st rategies for m em ber ident ificat ion, com m unicat ion, and 

sanct ion which ensure that  m em bers in good standing are in the inner circle and 

nonm em bers are out  of t he loop. 
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Many incidents were recorded in data of keeping your distance in the work context . 

I n t radit ional hierarchical workplaces, highly bureaucrat ic agencies evoke a range of 

hum an psychosocial responses and present  a num ber of com plex problem s that  

people m ust  deal with on a rout ine basis. Respondents described a broad range of 

st rategies that  they used to funct ion in the workplace, m any of them  referr ing to 

distance. An illust rat ion of this was the observat ion of a recept ionist  who used desks 

and office equipm ent  to erect  a barr ier to m aintain distance between her and the 

clients that  she was em ployed to serve. Keeping your distance is often a prom inent  

feature of a workplace survival response set  used to m aintain distance between 

superiors, co-workers, and difficult  situat ions. Beleaguered workers at  one educat ion 

facilit y eagerly ant icipated their  relocat ion to a cam pus at  a distance from  

adm inist rators. Their percept ion was that  the distance thus gained would enable 

them  to perform  their jobs efficient ly and without  constant  unreasonable dem ands 

and undue threats to their  workplace autonom y from  adm inist rators who were 

perceived to be m ost ly interested in exercising arbit rary authority. 

Keeping your distance was also credited with m ot ivat ing adapt ive responses 

where an individual who finds him  or herself in an intolerable situat ion will use 

discontent  to energize a program  of professional developm ent  that  will allow him / her 

to create the desired distance. People m ake career change choices based on their  

keeping your distance st rategy set . One respondent  offered that  the reason s/ he was 

engaged in educat ion was to im prove his/ her em ployabilit y skills to “get  away from  

crappy jobs, working for  ignorant  people.”  

Keeping your distance accounts for  changes over t im e

One of the tests of a theory is persistence over t im e. People experience change over 

t im e and their  responses, the st rategy sets, the t r iggering condit ions, and the 

intensity of response m ay vary with t im e and experience but  keeping your distance

accounts for a basic tendency that  persists. The behavioral expression of a person’s 

keeping your distance st rategy m ay change over t im e but  the propensity to use 

keeping your distance st rategies rem ains com parat ively constant  over t im e. A shy 

person m ay learn, with t im e and experience, to appear less shy in public but  st ill 

feels shy. A person m ay also learn, with t im e and experience, to funct ion with less 

than opt im al distance but  the propensity to prefer m ore distance persists. A 

respondent  report ed that  while he had been teaching for som e t im e in a face- to- face 

situat ion and had adapted reasonably well,  he was pleased to be able to teach by 

distance, as his natural preference was for m ore distance. His natural preference for  

what  he considered an opt im al distance had not  dim inished with t im e. Another 

cont r ibutor spoke of the discom fort  she experienced appearing in public and the 

distance- related st rategies that  she em ployed to reduce exposure to public scrut iny. 

She recognized that  the st rategy was career lim it ing and at tem pted to t ry a different  

approach by enrolling in a public speaking club. While she becam e adept  at  public 

speaking over t im e she recognized that  her last ing preference was to keep her 

distance from  such occasions. 
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System s Think ing I nform s the Theory

Sim m ons (2006)  described the am bit ions of grounded theorists with respect  to 

system s:

An im portant  thing to understand about  grounded theory in relat ion to its suitability for studying 

and understanding system s is that , rather than being focused on verifying relat ionships between 

lim ited num bers of preconceived variables, it  is designed to discover all relevant variables 

including those that  m ay be discovered later or in other set t ings. Not  only does this provide the 

ability to study whole system s, not  just  parts of system s, it  enables the theory to be m odified as 

new data em erge or as new data are collected from  other set t ings (p. 488) .

I n proposing the grounded theory of keeping your distance I  have a sim ilar 

am bit ion: to explain a com plete system  of social behavior pat terns in a way that  

allows for m odificat ion and its applicat ion in various set t ings. Each act ion taken 

creates a new set  of condit ions that  sets up a new response and consequence.  

Reflect ion allows people to adjust  their  st rategies to obtain opt im al outcom es but  the 

theory of keeping your distance suggests that  a system at ic bias exists. People 

want / need to keep their  distance and they err on the side of distance. As people 

accum ulate life experience, they increasingly refine their use of distance to m aintain 

personal autonom y and cont rol. I ndicators of th is were taken from  reports of older 

people contem plat ing placem ent  in senior cit izens facili t ies where their  autonom y 

and personal cont rol would be const r icted. Sim ilar indicators were revealed in the 

reports of people who elected to work out  of their  own hom es and m aintain distance 

from  a rest r ict ive work environm ent . 

Degrees of const raint  and freedom  are cont inually being calculat ed for best  

result s but  keeping your distance can just ify forgoing what  m ight  otherwise be 

considered opt im al. Each of the condit ions that  evoke keeping your distance has 

consequences that  cause problem s for people if they do not  have an adequate 

response.

Condit ions that  Evoke Keeping your Dist ance

Condit ions that  evoke the keeping your distance response m ay be outward act ions or 

internalized m ental/ at t itudinal states. From  the data collected in this analysis, the 

m ain condit ions under which people respond with keeping your distance are 

perceived threats to personal safety, personal autonom y, em ot ional stabilit y, and 

psychic integrit y. Keeping your distance is also used to preserve physical and 

em ot ional energy under condit ions of unacceptable dem ands. Sim ilar ly, the 

consequences of a chosen keeping your distance st rategy m ay be m anifest  externally 

but  are m ore likely to be int ernalized and not  readily apparent  to casual observers. 

The theory of keeping your distance provides a theoret ical foothold to understand 

the system at ic way that  people use distance for cont rol in their  lives. 

Explanat ions of these pat terned responses are often not  clearly art iculated for 
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various reasons. I n a num ber of instances respondents appeared to be providing 

properline data, possibly from  recognit ion that  their  st rategies m ight  be perceived as 

ant isocial. They offered elaborate rat ionales for such pat terns of behavior. I n 

situat ions such as these, the analyst  m ust  use abduct ive reasoning to discern the 

m ost  likely explanat ion for a given pat tern of behavior. Glaser ( 2007)  suggested that  

properline or even obviously distorted data are not  necessarily rejected from  a 

grounded analysis. Because grounded theory produces abst ract ions not  descript ions, 

“distort ions are just  m ore variables to conceptualize and m ake part  of the data”  (p. 

4) . 

Consequences of the condit ions

What  happens if people do not  effect ively em ploy st rategies to preserve opt im al 

distance? The condit ions of perceived threat  to opt im al distance have consequences 

for people that  m ake it  necessary t o adopt  keeping your distance st rategies. Collegial 

discussions with inform ed observers suggest  that  individuals who do not  em ploy 

effect ive st rategies experience a lack or loss of physical safety, em ot ional cont rol, 

and/ or personal autonom y. They m ay also feel that  they are wast ing precious 

resources on unproduct ive int eract ions. Further observat ional data suggest  that  

inadequate responses m ay give r ise to defensive react ions that  exacerbate 

condit ions. 

Dim ensions of Keeping Your Distance : Exposing t he Latent Pat t erns

People use keeping your distance in dist inct  pat terns of behavior as they solve 

com m on problem s or concerns in their  everyday lives. These pat terns can be 

organized int o categories, each pat tern providing a slight ly different  perspect ive on 

the core variable. Each category has elem ents and st rategies that  are unique but  

also have essent ial com m onalit ies;  the pr incipal com m on thread is the use of 

distance. I nterpersonal contact  and relat ionships are the essence of the hum an 

experience. At  the sam e t im e, these int eract ions and relat ionships br ing a m yriad of 

problem s that  m ust  be dealt  with in a system at ic fashion. While people m ay resolve 

relat ionship problem s with a variety of m eans, one of the consistent  features of 

solut ions is to m aintain distance. That  distance m ay be em ot ional, psychological, or 

sym bolic but  often creat ing actual physical distance is a significant  com ponent  of 

system at ic relat ionship m anagem ent . When creat ing physical distance is not  

possible, people use sym bolic or psychological st rategies that  represent  physical 

distancing. 

Distancing for physical safety

The m ost  basic pat tern of behavior for keeping your distance is the com m only 

observed pat t ern of creat ing physical distance to avoid interact ions that  could have 

real or perceived harm ful physical effects. At  a m edical clinic, people will at tem pt  to 
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use distance to separate them selves from  others who are coughing or sneezing or 

m anifest ing open sores. A natural im pulse is to increase distance in the int erests of 

self-preservat ion. Even if a threat  is not  physical, the response is t o physically create 

distance by m oving away. I  have watched as people physically distance them selves 

from  a person who expresses a seem ingly inappropriate com m ent , behaves in an 

unconvent ional m anner, or wears inappropriate clothing. I n m y work with physically, 

em ot ionally, and m entally challenged people I  have observed people seek to create 

the m axim um  allowable distance between them selves and som eone who appears 

“different .”  I  have m ade sim ilar observat ions at  polit ical events when som eone has 

m ade a statem ent  that  challenged the status quo. People visibly m oved away from  

the challenger. The best  explanat ion for this behavior is that  people believe that  t hey 

can use distance to avoid the contam inat ion of associat ion with som eone who is 

displaying behavior or appearance that  is likely to at t ract  censure. 

Keeping your distance is st ill im portant  in physical safety. People m anage 

their  distance with various st rategies to preserve physical safety. For exam ple, on-

cam pus incidents of sexual assault  have m ade rem ote technology-m ediated 

educat ion a m uch safer opt ion, an im portant  considerat ion for som e wom en. One of 

the incidents that  indicated this concept  was a descript ion provided by a wom an who 

m oved from  a rural center to a m ajor city to pursue higher educat ion. I n m oving to 

the urban center she was thrust  int o social circum stances that  included gang act ivit y 

and drug culture. These const ituted a physical threat  and em ot ional turm oil.  She 

subsequent ly adjusted her behavior to at tend university by distance, with the 

intent ion of avoiding these perceived threats.  Her keeping your distance st rategy 

included act ivit ies that  were designed to preserve her physical safety.

Social groups appear to use keeping your distance st rategies on m any scales.  

Considerat ion of hist or ical data suggests quarant ine and isolat ion are ways that  

distance is created and m aintained to preserve m ainst ream  society from  exposure to 

disease and contagion. The hist or ical record shows that  leper colonies and 

tuberculosis sanit ar ium s were designed to protect  society from  the real and 

perceived harm ful effects of associat ion with infected individuals (Cosgrave-Mather,  

2003;  Centers for Disease Cont rol and Prevent ion, 2007) . While societ ies are 

considerably m ore enlightened with respect  to the t reatm ent  of disease, the not ion of 

using distance has a long history and rem ains a default  m echanism  for dealing with 

problem at ic social issues. Distance has the effect  of reducing a sense of 

responsibilit y for problem at ic situat ions, as evidenced by reports of the response of 

governm ents to deadly conflicts in foreign lands. One of the leading public rat ionales 

for the U.S. Bush adm inist rat ion’s war against  I raq was fram ed in term s of distance, 

to fight  t error ism  over t here so we won’t  have to fight  them  over here (Luntz, 2004) .  

Bageant  (2007)  point s out  that  perceived distance allowed people to disassociat e 

from  their governm ents’ quest ionable pract ices. 

Distancing for em ot ional cont rol
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This pat tern is apparent  when engaging in personal, em ot ional and int im ate 

relat ionships. I t  should be noted that  the distancing referred to is a part  of a norm al 

pat tern of behavior and not  necessarily pathological. The desire for int im acy is 

always balanced with a need for em ot ional independence. Even in the closest  and 

m ost  harm onious relat ionships, a sense of space is cr it ical for em ot ional stabilit y. 

One person explained that  while she loved the night  courses she took, her object ive 

was as m uch to get  out  of the house to save her sanit y and thereby enhance her 

m arr iage. She observed that  others she knew would go to the bar but  that  had the 

potent ial for other undesired effects. I n a product ive and valued relat ionship, the 

distance is kept  to a m inim um . However, even within posit ive relat ionships a need is 

perceived for personal space and at  least  som e occasions of physical separat ion.

I n adult  int im ate relat ionships, distance is a cr it ical elem ent  of em ot ional 

cont rol and is negot iated and adjusted regular ly. Distance, in the sense that  one 

partner or both are aloof and uncom m unicat ive, m ay be perceived to have 

det r im ental relat ionship effects. I n these circum stances, the problem  m ay actually be 

over-distancing, where the norm al im pulse to keep your distance is out  of 

adjustm ent  and the negot iat ed distance between partners is in disequilibr ium . 

Keeping your distance is not  necessarily a sym ptom  of a dysfunct ional relat ionship.

I nt im ate partners at t r ibute the allowance of space or distance as im portant  factors in 

harm onious relat ionships and this is certainly borne out  in anecdotal com parisons 

and personal experience. 

Keeping your distance is also used to m aintain distance from  em ot ional 

encounters that  are potent ially painful or em barrassing. Poets, authors and

songwriters have the part icular gift  of art iculat ing em ot ional them es, and keeping 

your distance is direct ly referenced in a num ber of songs, videos, and m ovies. An 

I nternet  search for references to the term  “keeping your distance”  in popular culture 

yielded a r ich source of data for this sect ion of the analysis. The m ost  persistent  

them e of these references is of the preservat ion of em ot ional cont rol and stabilit y. 

The song “Keep your Distance”  by folk singer Richard Thom pson features the 

following lyr ics:

Keep your distance, keep your  distance

When I  feel you close to m e what  can I  do but  fall

Keep your distance, oh keep your distance

With us it  m ust  be all  or none at  all.  (Thom pson, 2001)

Another popular song that  enjoyed a certain am ount  of play in m y house was “Miss 

I ndependent ”  by Kelly Clarkson. The song begins by describing an individual as

Miss I ndependent , 

Miss Self-sufficient , 

Miss Keep your distance. (Clarkson, 2003)

This com m on them e in popular culture recom m ends keeping your distance to 

preserve em ot ional cont rol, acknowledging that  rom ant ic relat ionships can be 
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fraught  with heartache and disappointm ent . The com m on rem edy recom m ended by 

m any “advice to the lovelorn” colum nists is to keep your distance as best  you can. 

The negot iat ion and m aintenance of opt im al distance is an ongoing concern in 

rom ant ic relat ionships. Keeping your distance was a rule for rom ant ic and em ot ional 

involvem ent  that  was broken only under the m ost  certain of circum stances. Keeping 

your distance m ay entail  actual physical distance but  m ay also entail other st rategies 

such as withholding or redirect ing conversat ion, avoiding eye contact , negat ive 

verbal cues, and forbidding and distancing body language. Elect ronic equivalents 

such as “unfr iending”  or blocking people on social networking sites are com m on. 

Other physical cues m ay signal a wish to m aintain distance from  certain 

individuals and reduce distance to others. To illust rate this concept , consider 

individuals who choose a style of dress or groom ing to signal affinity and draw those 

with sim ilar affinit ies closer. The sam e cues ensure greater distance from  those who 

do not  share the sam e affinity. Observat ions of clothing style choices and 

presentat ion suggest  that  keeping your distance influences personal presentat ion. 

These behaviors are cues that  greater or lesser distance, m ost  often actual physical 

distance, is desired. One respondent , a part - t im e perform er in a band specializing in 

a part icular genre of m usic, reported that  when he wore his band t -shir t ,  people 

interested in that  genre would engage him  in conversat ion and m ake assum pt ions 

about  his lifestyle and affinit ies. I n m ost  non-perform ance circum stances he chooses 

a style of dress and appearance int ended to keep his distance from  the type of 

people at t racted t o that  genre of m usic.

Relat ionships outside of fam ily have a different  set  of st rategies but  have the 

sam e desired effect - -em ot ional cont rol. Em ot ional relat ionships in these realm s have 

significant  elem ents of power and influence and involve basic and com plex subject ive 

experiences such as fear, anger, apathy, frust rat ion, surprise, sat isfact ion, and 

m ot ivat ion. One respondent  reported that  one of his coping st rategies was “ just  

walking away”  (creat ing distance)  from  a tense situat ion at  work, an effect ive 

st rategy to m anage anger. Distance in work relat ionships is im plicit ly and explicit ly 

negot iat ed and carefully m aintained. A respondent  working in an educat ion set t ing 

reflected that  she used a num ber of st rategies to dem onst rat e that  she was in a 

posit ion of authority. Concerned that  her youthful appearance m ight  erode her 

credibili t y, she used verbal cues and physical space to discourage closeness that  

would im pact  her professionalism . 

I n hierarchical organizat ions, status is often represented by distance.  

Observat ional data of hierarchical inst itut ions confirm  that  high status individuals 

within an organizat ion have the largest  offices with the best  views and the m ost  

advantageous proxim ity to other powerful workers. Low status holders occupy the 

less desirable physical spaces and m ust  endure either physical crowding or isolat ion. 

Low status fem ale workers m ay have to endure uncom fortable physical proxim ity to 

m ale co-workers and m ust  adjust  their  keeping your distance st rategies for the sake

of job security. The relat ionship between st ress and physical crowding ( lack of space 

or distance)  has been st udied from  a num ber of perspect ives. 
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Maintaining distance for em ot ional cont rol is closely related to the need for 

autonom y, with m any overlapping issues and sim ilar st rategies. Many indicators from  

data collected for this study were interchangeable in m ult iple categories. 

Distancing for autonom y

This pat tern is m anifest  when people perceive that  their  autonom y is threatened. A 

sense of personal autonom y is essent ial for ident ity form at ion, and keeping your 

distance is adopted to establish and m aintain the necessary space, where a person 

or com m unity can feel that  they are self-determ ining. Keeping your distance is a 

response to chaos, in the pract ical sense where there seem s to be no clear 

connect ion between cause and effect . Respondents reported a com m on st rategy of 

physically or em ot ionally withdrawing to avoid chaot ic situat ions unt il am biguity is 

resolved. Keeping your distance is a response to problem at ic or toxic encounters 

such as those that  involve aggressive m arket ing, bullying, racism , or persecut ion.

Perhaps the m ost  powerful illust rat ion of this dim ension was taken from  the 

report  of a respected professional who described in detail the efforts that  he 

em ployed to keep his distance. This included num erous choices including place of 

residence, one that  guaranteed that  neighbors would not  int rude, his clear signals to 

uninvit ed visitors to his residence that  he preferred that  they respect  his distance, 

and his general adopt ion of a pat tern of liv ing that  ensured that  he would always be 

able to m aintain cont rol and autonom y through distance. Alt hough specific st rategies 

m ay vary, the basic pat tern is best  explained as a desire to ensure autonom y 

through distance.

Marketers and professional salespeople have long recognized the basic 

tendency for people to keep their  distance. I n m arket ing term s this is known as 

resistance, and one of the st rategies recom m ended for overcom ing this tendency is 

to get  people close enough to touch their  products (Peck & Shu, 2009) . I f a 

salesperson can get  a custom er close enough to touch the new elect ronic device,  

dr ive the new car, or sit  in the liv ing room  of the new house s/ he knows that  the 

chances of m aking a sale are im proved. One blog prom ot ing consum er awareness 

suggested in a post  that  the best  way to resist  this sales technique was to “keep 

your distance”  (Holzm ann, 2009) .

Distancing is an im portant  com ponent  of polit ical im age m anagem ent .  A very 

com m on journalist ic convent ion uses the const ruct ion: X sought  to distance him self 

from  rem arks m ade by Y. Polit ical responses are fram ed in the language of distance. 

Analysis of the history of new world set t lem ent  shows t hat  t he prospect  of being able 

to m aintain polit ical and religious autonom y was one of the pr incipal appeals for 

im m igrants at t racted to set t lem ent  in the US and Canada. Physical distance from  

arbit rary exercise of power was a cr it ical aspect  of this im pulse and rem ains a 

com m on st rategy for religious and polit ical groups.  I n m any cases, this pat tern of 

set t lem ent  involved groups of people with religious beliefs or polit ical affinit ies. Like-
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m inded individuals, or those that  subscribe to a religious or philosophical 

perspect ive, will gather in com m unit ies that  are int ent ionally set  apart  from  greater 

concent rat ions of populat ion. One respondent , a m em ber of a com m unity that  

prefers rural liv ing, reported that  the com m unity prefers to keep their  distance from  

the influences of m ainst ream  society in populated centers. This com m unity had 

established an extensive educat ional network with related com m unit ies. This 

collect ive st rategy allowed them  to keep their  distance but  st ill enjoy the educat ional 

benefits that  otherwise would only have been available in a m ore urban set t ing.

With other ethnic, religious, or polit ical groups, keeping your distance is a 

m ajor com ponent  of social cont rol st rategies. A com m on colonialist  st rategy was to 

establish areas set  aside for indigenous populat ions, the reservat ions set  aside for 

the North Am erican I ndians, the townships of South Afr ican apartheid. The int ent ion 

was to keep indigenous people at  a distance. My discussions with acquaintances 

liv ing on reservat ions indicate that  while there m ay be privat ions, hope rem ains that  

physical separat ion from  m ainst ream  society will preserve cultural autonom y. 

As society becom es m ore technologically or iented, m any t radit ional 

expectat ions for pr ivacy have changed, and st rategies for keeping distance change 

apace. Concerns about  security and ant iterror ism  have given people difficult  choices. 

Ubiquitous closed-circuit  television CCTV m onitors have turned parts of the world 

into a 24/ 7/ 365 surveillance society. Much of the security benefit  is illusory and 

highly theat r ical but  the result  is that  people are facing greater  difficulty in 

m aintaining autonom y and a sense of personal freedom . Many people em ploy a 

variety of st rategies to keeping their  distance from  governm ent  cont rol and state 

scrut iny. 

As technology becom es m ore pervasive, m any people use technology to 

m anage distance. A respondent  noted that  while she is not  close to people in her 

neighborhood she has online relat ionships that  she considers close fr iends. These 

relat ionships sustain her in a way that  allows her to cont rol the durat ion and 

intensity of contact . 

Distancing for energy conservat ion

Social engagem ent  requires varying degrees of investm ent  of physical and em ot ional 

energy. I n som e circum stances, people evaluate the energy invested with the 

am ount  of personal return. The return m ay be reciprocit y or it  m ay be the sense of 

personal sat isfact ion and posit ive personal self- regard. People learn to m anage their  

distance to m aintain personal energy for causes and engagem ents that  they consider 

the m ost  rewarding. Keeping your distance is used to preserve physical and 

em ot ional resources. Som e int eract ions with people and inst itut ions drain personal 

energy and int erfere with goal-directed behav ior. Keeping your distance st rategies 

are used to m inim ize the im pact  of such associat ions. I n som e cases, the 

preservat ion of energy aspect  of keeping your distance sim ply involves the avoidance 

of people or circum stances that  the individual finds annoying or unappealing.
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Num erous individuals reported being pleased to be able to use distance educat ion 

because it  allowed keeping distance from  other students who weren't  as m ot ivated or 

interested in progressing at  the sam e pace. One wom an described experiences in 

face- to- face classroom s that  she perceived as a waste of t im e and effort  dealing with 

ext raneous, oft en m inor social issues that  were not  useful to t he learning experience. 

Keeping a distance from  problem at ic people and issues allowed people to be m uch 

m ore efficient  with lim ited t im e and energy resources. The distance afforded by 

com puter-m ediated educat ion was worth any ostensible lim itat ions of the delivery 

form at .

People reported keeping their  distance from  other situat ions where they felt  

sym pathet ic but  realized that  they just  didn't  have t he skills, resources, or energy to 

m ake a difference. A num ber of respondents spoke of keeping their  distance from  

fr iends or fam ily m em bers that  they described as needy. They wanted to help but  

realized that  they would not  be able to assist , and no am ount  of effort  m ade on 

behalf of the needy individual was going to be effect ive. I n these cases, people 

specifically used such keeping your distance st rategies as using an unlisted 

telephone num ber, screening phone calls, m aking excuses, and in som e cases, 

m aking life choices to avoid frequent  contact  with relat ives. One person m oved to 

another city because a fam ily m em ber was unable to m ake appropriate choices and 

was cont inually looking to be bailed out  of jam s. Even in the m ost  loving and 

generous relat ionships, keeping your distance is an im portant  factor. One person 

defined the opt im al distance to live from  relat ives as close enough for occasional 

child care but  far enough that  daily entertaining was not  an expectat ion. Keeping 

your distance allows people to direct  their  energy in the m ost  effect ive causes.

Em ployers are challenged with t he issue of keeping your distance with respect  

to their  workforce. Workplaces m ust  be organized so that  people are in physical 

proxim ity to ensure efficient  operat ion. However, put t ing people together has m ixed 

benefits. I n a harm onious workplace, people share ideas and support  each other. 

Much sharing of cr it ical work- related inform at ion happens in inform al set t ings, the 

coffee table, and the water cooler. On the other hand, inevitable squabbles and 

st ruggles for power and resources m ay dist ract  from  the com pany's goal. Com panies 

often feel threatened by collegial relat ionships because they fear that  the workers 

will m ake unacceptable collect ive dem ands. Many com panies spend a great  deal of

effort  m aking sure that  the proper distance is m aintained in a workplace. 

Observat ions of  m any m odern workplaces dem onst rate that  while the physical coffee 

room  is gone, the vir tual coffee room  is provided through in- house instant  

m essaging. Many com panies err on the side of greater distance even though they are 

aware that  closer com m unicat ion m ay help product ivity and profit .  Analysis of policy 

docum ents and observat ions of office set t ings indicates that  increasingly, com panies 

em brace com m unicat ions system s such as web-based social networking because it  

allows them  to avoid workplace inform at ion silos but  keeps workers on task and 

physically separated. 
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The conservat ion of energy apparent  in keeping your distance can be seen as 

an effort  to cont rol for social ent ropy, to avoid the loss of energy associated with the 

decay of social relat ionships. As individuals recognize that  their  involvem ent  in a 

social exchange is absorbing increasingly large am ounts of personal energy and that  

the situat ion is degrading and unlikely to im prove, they apply st rategies that  will 

increase their  distance t o preserve or redirect  personal energy. One wom an reflected 

on leaving a dysfunct ional m arr iage, where a significant  concern was creat ing 

distance to preserve em ot ional and psychic energy rather than wast e her effort  on a 

no-win scenario.

Moderat ing t he Keeping your Dist ance Response

Keeping your distance acts as an “always on”  filter for threatening, problem at ic, 

annoying, or bothersom e things. The st rength of the filter varies from  t im e to t im e 

with the int ensity of connected variables. The cost  of closeness is weighted against  

benefits, correct ed by a keeping your distance factor. People have an ideal distance 

where they feel com fortable but  if condit ions change, that  distance is no longer 

com fortable and st rategies are engaged to adj ust  distance. 

Skin thickness

One respondent  described her abilit y to tolerate condit ions as depending on how 

thick her skin felt  on any given day. The determ inat ion of “ skin thickness”  is a highly 

personalized social algorithm , a set  of rules or heurist ics that  provide adjustable and 

adaptable solut ions to recurr ing problem s. This algorithm  is recursive and is 

com prised of feedback loops where the choices m ade on one occasion affect  future

events and allow for the incorporat ion of unexpected events. The m et r ics of distance 

are widely variable for each individual. Each person has different  physical cr iter ia for 

acceptable distance. 

People im plicit ly and explicit ly consider cont ingencies or m it igat ing factors 

and com pute the relat ive advantages of physical and em ot ional proxim ity to other 

people, com m unit ies, or inst itut ions. Each calculat ion t rades off an ideal personal 

sphere of cont rol and influence for the benefits of associat ion with others. Som e 

people m ay tolerate a subopt im al situat ion for a period of t im e if a m ore desirable 

set  of circum stances is likely to em erge. Describing an int olerable work situat ion, a 

person m ent ioned that  she could only endure because of the presence of a m entor 

and a support ive peer group. Without  these supports she would have “ run away 

scream ing.”  Mit igat ing factors im pact  the developm ent  and deploym ent  of st rategies 

and tem per the need to keep your distance. The com plexity of m ost  int eract ions 

requires cont inual adjustm ent . Variat ion in keeping your distance is based on life 

experience and circum stances;  effects associated with class, age, gender, and 

econom ic status influence keeping your distance.  Perceived threats that  would 

norm ally t r igger keeping your distance m ay not  prom pt  the sam e response if 

m it igat ing factors are present . The presence of a m entor, a support ive group, an 
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engaging dist ract ion, will reduce the felt  need to react . Mit igat ing factors can 

accum ulate across contexts to decrease the likelihood of t r iggering keeping your 

distance.

Decisions guided by keeping your distance st rat egies m ay be conscious and 

clearly art iculated, but  just  as often they are unconscious and im plicit  in act ion 

choices. A few cases illust rate the st rength of the keeping your distance phenom ena. 

A person who has experienced periods of hom elessness reported that  he was 

prepared to endure t he pr ivat ions of liv ing on the st reet  to preserve the distance that  

he felt  was necessary from  agencies and inst itut ions that  threatened his sense of 

autonom y and independence. Sim ilar ly, an elderly person endures considerable 

inconvenience to rem ain in his/ her own hom e and preserve the distance s/ he feels is 

necessary for his or her autonom y.

Achieving Opt im al D istance

The effect  of keeping your distance st rategies int ended to respond to threats to 

autonom y is that  a person feels a sense of self-efficacy in his/ her independent  goal-

directed behavior. Distancing ensures adequate personal lat itude to accom plish 

goals.

When effect ive, keeping your distance st rategies give people a feeling of 

being safe from  physical harm  or contam inat ion. They feel that  they have sufficient  

cont rol in em ot ional engagem ents. They feel that  they are free from  the arbit rary 

exercise of authority. They feel as if their  energy is being directed in a sat isfying 

way. When keeping your distance responses are ineffect ive or inadequate, people 

experience renewed or cont inued discom fort  and either increase their  distance or 

m ove to another m ode of distancing. Often the effect  of keeping your distance

st rategies alters condit ions. These new condit ions then require a readj ustm ent  of the 

keeping your distance calculus and adopt ion of addit ional distancing st rategies that  

increases, m aintains, or lessens the distance.

Unintended negat ive consequences of keeping your distance occur in two 

respects:  the failure to develop adequate keeping your distance st rat egies, and an 

exaggerated keeping your distance response. Either situat ion can be self- lim it ing, 

self-defeat ing and in som e cases, clinically significant  from  the perspect ive of 

psychopathology.  A person that  does not  develop an adequate keeping your 

distance response or adequate set  of st rategies can feel dependent  and m iserable 

because he or she is unable to avoid the collateral dam age that  occurs when s/ he is 

in close associat ion with part icular individuals or groups. At  the other ext rem e, a 

person with an overdeveloped keeping your distance st rategy set  isolates and feels 

m iserable for lack of hum an contact . I n m y experience working with people with 

various em ot ional disturbances, a com m only observed behavior was an ext rem e 

form  of distancing:  isolat ion som et im es accom panied by alcohol binging. Often that  

behavior would at t ract  the at tent ion of social services agencies and result  in 
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unwelcom ed intervent ion. 

People vacillate between the two ext rem es seeking a com fort  zone. The 

consequence of not  developing and m aintaining keeping your distance can be m isery 

one way or the other. Many respondents described these issues in the context  of 

fam ily relat ionships and in part icular the phenom ena of delayed adulthood. The 

popular m ovie Failure to Launch explored the phenom ena of people in their  20s st ill 

liv ing with their  parents in a state of suspended em ot ional developm ent (Dey, 2006) . 

Failure to launch describes a situat ion where keeping your distance st rategies have 

failed. 

Deferr ing the Keeping your Distance Response

Where the perceived threat  is to em ot ional cont rol, the keeping your distance 

response m ay involve a physical distance, but  m ay also involve a tem poral elem ent . 

The st rategy involves arranging for tem poral distance where an individual delays or 

defers an int eract ion to put  distance between him / herself and a perceived threat  to 

em ot ional cont rol. Distancing st rategies for em ot ional cont rol that  involve int ra-

psychic elem ents are experient ial in their  outcom es. One respondent  described 

creat ing distance from  problem at ic experiences by “put t ing them  on the high shelf.”  

The outcom e is that  a person is able to engage in funct ional and sat isfying 

relat ionships. 

Overriding the Keeping your Dist ance Tendency

Conflict ing internal im pulses, usually based on em ot ional or cognit ive elem ents- -

fear, loneliness, career considerat ions, or sexual int erest  for exam ple- - m ay cause a 

person to act  against  his/ her inclinat ion to keep their distance.  One m ay consciously 

tell oneself that  one should be warm er, m ore neighborly, m ore approachable, but  

one ignores the keeping your distance im pulse to his or her regret . An individual 

working in direct  sales reported that  he had to “ really psych him self up”  to sell stuff 

that  he didn’t  really believe in to people who didn’t  really want  to hear from  him . I n 

this case he not  only had to overcom e the tendency of others to m aintain distance 

but  also his own tendency to keep his distance. Sales directors call the lat ter 

tendency “call reluctance”  (Dudley & Goodson, 2007) .

Contr ibut ion to the Body of Know ledge

The theory of keeping your distance cont r ibutes to the theoret ical dialog in the field 

of online learning. One of the core theories of the field of distance educat ion is 

Moore’s (1997)  theory of t ransact ional distance. This theory posits that  a 

fundam ental problem  with distance educat ion exists because of the em ot ional and 

psychological effects of physical separat ion between teachers and students. 
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Transact ional distance is seen as result ing in a sense of isolat ion, feelings of 

disconnectedness, and a loss of m ot ivat ion to cont inue with a course or program . 

The solut ion to this ident ified problem  was to design intervent ions that  reduced or 

elim inated t ransact ional distance. The theory of t ransact ional distance cont inues to 

provide a m eaningful fram e for the cr it ical analysis of online learning (Giossos, 

2009) . 

The theory of keeping your distance support s the fundam ental prem ise of 

Moore’s theory in the sense that  perceived distance is an im portant  considerat ion in 

online learning. However, the theory of keeping your distance contests the m ost  

often recom m ended rem edy of working to reduce the sense of distance. Because 

people develop st rategies to m aintain distance from  other people, situat ions, and 

inst itut ions, any int ervent ion designed to reduce distance is not  necessarily welcom e 

or helpful. I nst itut ions should perm it  people the m axim um  am ount  of autonom y and 

cont rol by allowing them  to keep their  distance. 

Conclusion

GT analysis revealed a pat tern of problem -solving behavior;  the theory of keeping 

your distance is an integrated set  of concepts referr ing to the conscious and 

unconscious st rategies that  people use to regulate distance, physical and 

representat ive, in their  everyday lives. St rategies are used to cont rol physical, 

em ot ional, and psychological realit ies and to conserve personal energy in 

interact ions with individuals and/ or inst itut ions. For  all social interact ions, people use 

an algorithm  of engagem ent  intended to m aintain opt im al distance.

The theory keeping your distance fit s the data, grabs the at tent ion and 

im aginat ion, it  is highly generalizable and it  can be m odified to accom m odat e new 

data as it  em erges (Glaser, 1978) . Consistent  with previous experience reported with 

theories generated using this m ethod, addit ional reform ulat ions of keeping your 

distance will develop as the im plicat ions and precepts of the theory are tested 

against  further experience.

The theory of keeping your distance provides a theoret ical foothold for 

considerat ions of the changing not ions of distance in the face of new developm ents 

in the field of m edia studies, I CT and social networking. The theory of keeping your 

distance will aid policy-m akers and inst itut ional planners in their  efforts to design 

flexible, respect ful learning environm ents that  accom m odate new realit ies of a 

technologically advanced society. 
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Abstract 

 

This paper presents a method for the collection and analysis of qualitative data 

that is derived by observation and that may be used to generate a grounded 

theory. Video recordings were made of the verbal and non-verbal interactions of 

people with severe and complex disabilities and the staff who work with them. 

Three dyads composed of a student/teacher or carer and a person with a severe 

or profound intellectual disability were observed in a variety of different activities 

that took place in a school. Two of these recordings yielded 25 minutes of video, 

which was transcribed into narrative format. The nature of the qualitative micro 

data that was captured is described and the fit between such data and classic 

grounded theory is discussed. The strengths and weaknesses of the use of video 

as a tool to collect data that is amenable to analysis using grounded theory are 

considered. The paper concludes by suggesting that using classic grounded 

theory to analyze qualitative data that is collected using video offers a method 

that has the potential to uncover and explain patterns of non-verbal interactions 

that were not previously evident.  

 

 

Introduction 

 

Understanding how people communicate is difficult both for those who have the 

experience of an intellectual disability and for those who attempt to communicate 

with them (Caldwell 2007). This difficulty is magnified for people with profound 

intellectual and multiple disability (PIMD), who are confronted with many 

challenges in living their daily lives. Such challenges centre around how to 

comprehend the world that they live in. However, functionally, the primary 

practical concern that they have is how to communicate with a complex and at 

times forbidding world.  

 

The research study from which this paper is derived aimed to develop a 

theory to explain how people with PIMD confront that primary difficulty and 

communicate with others. The aim of this paper is to describe the method that 

was used in the study. Video was the tool used to collect the data, and this 

approach to data collection, combined with a meticulous analysis of the 

videotapes, revealed the micro-behaviours that constitute the basic building 

blocks of dyadic communication. The progression in the data analysis process is 

described from descriptions of these micro-behaviours towards the emergence of 

the concepts of the theory. A discussion of the arguments for and against video-

taping in the context of the development of grounded theory is presented and 

finally the strengths and weakness of the method are considered. 
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Background to the Study 

 

People with profound intellectual and multiple disability (PIMD) have an 

intelligence quotient below 25 points (American Psychiatric Association 2000). 

They require virtually total care in terms of assistance in activities of daily living 

(Cascella, 2005), they often have accompanying secondary disabilities such as 

epilepsy, physical disability or mental health difficulties (Nakken and Vlaskampf, 

2007) and they do not use speech, but generally interact using non-verbal 

communications (Hogg et al., 2001). As well as being non-verbal, people with this 

severe degree of disability have only a restricted capacity to communicate in any 

mode (Grove et al., 1999).  The effect of the multiple difficulties that people with 

profound intellectual and multiple disability are confronted with is that they have 

to deal with a world where they receive restricted sensory inputs which they must 

interpret through the prism of a limited cognitive ability. Such a situation leads to 

communication difficulties both for the person with PIMD and the people who do 

not have a disability but who may be related to the person with PIMD or may 

work to support them. These difficulties are functional in that they affect the way 

in which interaction occurs between people who do not have a disability (primarily 

staff and relatives) and those who do.  

 

There is evidence that staff who work with people with PIMD frequently 

use complex language and plentiful verbal communications when interacting 

(Bradshaw, 2001). Such complex communications are not likely to be understood 

by the person with PIMD. However, staff must interpret what they understand of 

the communications of the person with intellectual disability so that they can act 

as advocates and facilitators for them (Grove et al., 1999). Equally, persons with 

profound intellectual and multiple disability interpret and react to staff behaviours 

and communications. The problem is that the accurate ascription of meaning to 

another’s interaction is difficult for both parties. For example, people with such 

severe degrees of disability may do things slowly, pause unexpectedly or indeed 

produce very few behaviours (Ware, 2003), making understanding of the 

significance of their behaviours problematic.  

 

The key issue then is that both the person with the intellectual disability 

and the person who does not have the disability are predisposed to mutually 

misinterpret each other’s communications. Given that interaction is dyadic and 

may be viewed as a continuous process of social coordination (Fogel, 1993), the 

main concern of both the person with PIMD and the non disabled person is to 

understand the nature of this continuous communication process in order to 

communicate effectively with the other person. 

 

The theory of attuning 

 

The fieldwork for the study took place in a school for adolescents and young 

adults with PIMD in Ireland. There were three participants in the study who had a 

severe or profound intellectual disability, each of whom was observed in the 

classroom with a non disabled person, namely the staff member who was chiefly 

responsible for the person’s care, support and education. Each pair (dyad of staff 

and person with PIMD) was observed for one hour, engaged in activities such as 
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playing games, singing stories, painting and participating in gross motor activities 

such as throwing a ball and walking.  

 

The outcome of the study was that a theory of ‘attuning’ emerged to 
explain the interactional process (Griffiths, 2010). The theory of attuning offers a 

theoretical explanation of how people with severe or profound intellectual and 

multiple disability communicate with others. The theory suggests that the process 

of attuning regulates communication. Furthermore, it suggests that this is a 

reciprocal process whereby the concepts and processes apply equally to both 

persons who are communicating, irrespective of whether they have a disability. 

Thus attuning may be regarded as a dynamic process that describes how the 

communication partners move towards or away from each other cognitively and 

affectively. The theory of attuning has seven concepts: setting, being, stimulus, 

attention, action, engagement and the core category of attuning. 

 

In brief, the theory suggests that all communication takes place in a 

setting (the place where the dyad is located), which influences the state of mind 

of the people in it (their being). The person’s state of mind influences how the 

person behaves. He or she may offer a stimulus to the other person in the dyad, 

to which the other may attend and then action may follow. The application by one 

person of attention to the stimulus of the other is not inevitable, but if it does 

occur, it will affect how the person acts and if they become engaged 

(communicate) or not. The process that enables the person to act and to 

communicate is the process of attuning, which affects and reflects how the 

partners feel (their being), what they do and if and how they become mutually 

engaged.  Attuning therefore describes the nature of the continuous process of 

communication, the understanding of which is the main concern of the 

participants in the study. 

 

 

Rationale for Data Collection 

 

It is said that data for a grounded theory research project should be obtained 

through using the best technique available to obtain the information that is 

desired (Glaser Strauss, 1967). Classic grounded theory (CGT) was chosen as the 

preferred method for the study because so little was known about the patterns of 

communication that were inherent in what the study participants did. The lack of 

knowledge of what concerned people with these difficulties, and how they 

interacted, meant that the researcher approached the research question with an 

open mind as to what might be found. This approach fitted with that of grounded 

theory. However, a sense that the solution to the problem lay in the detail was a 

starting point in seeking answers to the research question.  

 

Accurate descriptions of what is going on “run a poor second” to “socially 
structured fictions” (Glaser 2001, p. 146). It seemed to this researcher that the 

virtue of grounded theory was its ability to accept all forms of data and also its 

neutrality in terms of its approach to the data. Furthermore, it appeared that 

these virtues would facilitate the emergence of an accurate understanding of the 

patterns of behaviour that were embedded in the data. In particular it was 

important to extend the uncovering of patterns within the detailed data of very 
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small behaviours of the participants. The ‘all is data’ perspective requires many 

incidents to compare and saturate categories (Glaser, 2001). The 25 minutes of 

videotaped observational data in this study detailed more than 1000 incidents 

comprising 36,000 data points. There is a danger in over reliance on descriptive 

data because the data may dominate the findings to the point that an accurate 

description of what happened emerges rather than a conceptual theory. I was 

aware of this danger and took active steps to avoid it by appropriate application 

of the constant comparative method.  

 

The detail in the data 

 

Observation through the use of videotaping produced a detailed recording of 

micro-incidents. Micro-incidents are the bedrock data that generated the 

categories which form the basis of the theory. Micro-incidents may be regarded 

as constituting an important data source for the generation of theory because 

ultimately, an understanding of what is going on in the data is derived from 

constant comparison of micro-incidents, rather than macro-situations (Glaser, 

1998). This study collected interactional data. Interactional data can be derived 

from interviews or alternatively from observation. This constitutes the verbal-

actual axis (Glaser, 2001) of both talk and behaviour. Thus, verbal interactions, 

non-verbal interactions, and all observable behaviours that were displayed by the 

participants in the dyads in the view of the camera constituted the data. Video 

recordings were made of three of these dyads, each of which consisted of one 

student with PIMD and one carer or teacher (who was the student’s keyworker). 
Each one hour recording sampled the student and keyworker in a variety of 

educational activities. In order to manage the mass of recorded data, just two of 

the three recordings were examined and between them selected episodes of 

interaction were examined, which yielded 25 minutes of data which were 

transcribed and analyzed.  

 

All communications and behaviours that were observed during the 25 

minutes of video were logged into a narrative that encompassed the totality of 

observed behaviours of both participants in the dyad. This was achieved by 

running the video-tape at normal speed, running it slowly and running it frame by 

frame, where each frame encompassed 1/24th of a second of the action. It has 

been noted that capturing of recorded video in a very thorough narrative 

transcription sensitizes the researcher to the observation of micro-events 

(Nilsson, 2012), a process which was very evident as the data transcription 

progressed. The narrative illuminated the verbal and non-verbal interactions of 

both participants in the dyad in detail and in sequence. Nilsson emphasises the 

utility of thorough transcriptions of micro-events, which enables the researcher to 

become aware of the “small details, changes and deviations in the action on the 

video recording” (Nilsson, 2012, p. 110). This awareness of small events was 

facilitated by the development of a list of possible target behaviours that would 

constitute baseline data. 

 

Grounded theory classifies data into four types, in descending order of 

accuracy these are: baseline data which is the participant’s best description of 
what he or she has to say, properline data, which is named when the participant 

tells what he/she thinks he or she is supposed to say. Interpreted data and 
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vaguing out are the least accurate data form. Glaser comments that baseline data 

is the “best description the participant can offer” (Glaser, 1998, p. 9). A check 

sheet of indicative behaviours was developed in order to orient the researcher to 

the types of behaviours that might be found. The check sheet was based on the 

relevant literature but also on discussions with Jenny Wilder, who had conducted 

similar observations of young children with intellectual disability (Wilder, 2005). 

This was by no means a comprehensive list of behaviours but it illustrates typical 

macro and micro-behaviours that occur in this type of interaction. 

 

Vocalisation Eye 

expression 

Facial 

expression 

Body 

activity 

Gestures 

Loud 

breathing 

Gaze towards 

a person 

Smile Stretches Lifts arms 

Cry Gaze towards 

activity 

Chew Collapses 

/Slumps 

Stretches 

out arms 

Laughter Gaze towards 

object 

Mouth open Turns 

head 

away 

Nods 

Clears throat Turns gaze 

away 

Forms 

mouth 

Collects 

body 

before 

activity 

Pulls away 

hands 

Cough Focuses using 

joint 

attention  

Frown Body 

upright 

and alert 

Gives 

hands 

Spits Blank stare Purses lips Stillness  Shakes 

head 

Smacks 

mouth 

Winks   Makes 

minor hand 

movement 

Scream Eyes closed   Makes arm 

movement 

Normal 

breathing 

   Scratches 

Babbles    Rubs 

Moans    Points to 

object/ 

person 

Silent    Gestures to 

ask for 

help 

Speech/ 

vocalisation 

    

 

Table 1. Indicative behaviours. 

 

 

Because grounded theory research is “collection method neutral” (Glaser, 2007, 

p. 20), as a research method, it can conceptualise any form of data. However, 
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interactional observations have been specifically identified as a form of data that 

may generate theory (Glaser, 2007). In short, the verbal-behavioural data 

juncture may reveal accurate detailed description of the behaviour that is 

observed or it may not. Grounded theory is not concerned with describing the 

data but with identifying the patterns that are inherent in the data. These may 

initially be inaccurate, however grounded theory has the capacity to correct 

inaccuracies, as the inherent patterns will inevitably emerge as data saturation is 

approached. This tendency for the data to self-correct was evident in the 

identification and emergence of the categories of data in the study. At the same 

time, the reliance on detailed baseline data meant that the patterns of behaviour 

that were being identified were patterns of very small behaviours, behaviours 

that might ordinarily remain unobserved. 

 

There are doubts as to whether the collection of audio recorded data 

facilitates the development of a grounded theory. Indeed, it is suggested that it 

may actively hinder it (Glaser, 1998), largely because it promotes descriptive 

completeness rather than conceptualization of the data and hence it may hinder 

the development of theory. In considering whether such doubts apply to the use 

of video recorded data, Nilsson (2012) reports that Glaser acknowledges that the 

use of video is the only method that is sufficiently sensitive to be capable of 

capturing micro-communications and that for research participants who are non-

verbal and therefore communicate by means of macro and micro non-verbal 

communications, there is no other method of collecting ‘”original information 
explaining what was happening in their field of interest” (Nilsson, 2012, p. 107), 

that is, baseline data.  

 

 

Data analysis 

 

In undertaking this study, I took as the starting point Watzlawick et al.’s  (1967) 
statement that observation of non-verbal behaviours has been shown to offer a 

powerful insight into the meaning that people place on an interaction. It seemed 

to me that such an assumption underpinned the identification of the main concern 

of the participants and how they resolved it. In order to achieve these goals, I 

sought to make a detailed description of observed communications and 

behaviours of both the person with a profound intellectual and multiple disability 

and his or her keyworker. The narrative data that was collected detailed the 

sequence of interactions. As a result, in some interaction sequences several 

behaviours could be identified as occurring in a very short period of time, with the 

result that a very fine detail of what happened in the communication was evident.   

 

From a grounded theory viewpoint, a legitimate criticism of such a process 

is that the over concern with detailed description may impede the raising of the 

analysis to the conceptual level. In order to overcome this danger during the data 

analysis I constantly looked for patterns in the data and was aware of the 

injunction that grounded theory is based on a “latent structure analysis approach 
using a concept indicator model” that yields “emergent theoretical frameworks 

that the researcher must stay open to” (Glaser, 2005, p. 5).  
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Once coding of the data commenced the codes were tracked by physically 

moving and amending hard copies of each code as the code evolved and as its 

location within the emerging theory became clear. The constant comparison 

process not only generated codes that changed as the data analysis continued, 

but it also generated memos.  The early memos detailed the properties of the 

codes, but as time went by, the memos indicated how codes should be sorted and 

tentatively named the categories (concepts) to which they belonged. This was the 

process that is described thus “in sorting, the analyst is constantly moving back 
and forth between memos and a potential outline working with it so everything 

fits” (Glaser, 1978, p. 118). In all, over 200 memos were written.  

 

As the analysis progressed and as the core category and the eventual 

vertical structures of the theory (the seven categories) emerged, the memos 

became more sophisticated. Through the constant comparison of the emergent 

categories, ideas were developed that explored emergent relationships between 

those categories and also between codes both within and between categories. 

The result was that the memos wove a horizontal mesh that named the 

relationships that were inherent in the theory, some of which are detailed in 

section two. The increasing sophistication of the memos was in many ways the 

key to the process and it enabled an understanding of how a minutely detailed 

micro-communication such as a glance from one person to another might form 

part of a macro-theory which explains how the attention process (of which eye 

gaze is one small part) operates. 

 

 

Evaluation of the Use of Video 

 

The advantages of using video to record, and subsequently to document the 

action and interaction that was the subject of the study, were immense. Detailed 

descriptions of every action, pose, posture, movement, gesture and vocalisation 

of the participants were made. The narrative was embedded in the transcription 

structure such that precise sequences of communication and interaction were 

clearly identifiable. This is, in fact, the nub of the matter; video allowed for the 

collection of extremely detailed data that revealed what was not evident to the 

observer of action in real time. The fruit of this process was the fine-grained 

detail of incidents and sequences in behaviour that constituted the transcription 

and formed the basis for the data analysis. Arising from that transcription it 

became possible to identify the patterns in the micro-behaviours and micro-

communications that constituted the interaction process. In view of the fact that 

these micro-communications were predominantly gestures, marginal 

vocalisations, alterations of eye gaze and inflections of body parts, behaviours 

which are easily missed or at least not consciously registered in real interaction, 

the use of video constituted a way of seeing what had not been seen before.  

 

It has been noted that the examination through the use of video of fine 

detailed ‘nuanced expressions’ such as these, opens the way to the analysis of 

interactions and micro-behaviours that occur at other levels than that of the 

obvious activity that is evident in real time interaction (Nilsson, 2012). Such 

minute changes in behaviours are virtually impossible to identify without using 
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video (Nilsson, 2012). However, video unveils this world of nuanced expressions 

and makes these communicative behaviours amenable to interpretation. 

 

There were two limitations in this study to the use of video. The first was 

that I was present in the classrooms where the interaction took place and my 

presence was compounded by the video camera and the stand upon which it sat. 

This can induce the Hawthorne effect (Heacock et al., 1996), which suggests that 

the presence of the researcher affects the people being observed (Polit and 

Hungler, 1999) and therefore the observed behaviours are changed because an 

observer is seen to be watching. The consequence of my presence in the 

classroom setting was that I took the role of ‘observer as participant’ (Speziale 

and Carpenter, 2007), which led to minimal participation in the action. On a few 

occasions I interacted with the participants in order to maintain the relationship 

which had been established prior to and during the data-gathering period. This 

begged the question: Did my presence affect the action that was taking place? 

The answer to that question can only be a subjective one, which was: not very 

much. Diary records show that I had spent some considerable time becoming 

familiarised with the participants before the observations commenced. The video 

records show that for most of the time, the participants were involved in 

interacting with each other and appeared to give little thought to the camera and 

observer.  That view is an interpretation of the behavioural evidence. However, 

there was no evidence observable to me to gainsay that conclusion.  

 

The second limitation of using videotaped data in this study was the length 

of time that the analysis took. The transcription of the videotapes was the most 

painstaking and slow phase of the data analysis. This had to be carried out in 

order to render as precise a written description of the data as possible. As such, 

each episode in the tape was viewed in real time, in slow motion and generally 

frame-by-frame, in order to ascertain the exact behaviours that were occurring 

and the precise sequences in which they occurred. Typically it took five and half 

hours to transcribe one minute of Tony and Mary’s (one of the dyads) video and 

this covered 11 pages of transcript.  

 

Indeed, it took two months of intensive work to transcribe 13 minutes of 

tape. Such lengthy data analysis is not untypical. Schonfeld made a videotape of 

a case study of one student engaged in a graphic educational computer game 

that attempted to “understand virtually all the actions taken in a problem session 
and the mental states that lay behind them” (Schonfeld, 1992, p. 182). Schonfeld 

asked the research group to analyze the behaviours that they saw. This took the 

group (the number of whom is not specified in the report) 18 months to analyze 7 

hours of video. In the context of ‘thick description’ of an event, he notes that the 
descriptions were “thicker than most” (Schonfeld ,1992, p. 209). 

 

 

Discussion: Unearthing the complex 

 

This study attempted to uncover some of the more fundamental elements and the 

inherent patters in the complex nature of human interaction. In order to achieve 

this aim video recording was used. As explained above, the videotape was 

analyzed by running it at normal speed, running it slowly and running it frame by 
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frame, where each frame encompassed the action of 1/24th of a second. Such 

detailed analysis allowed the synchrony in the interaction process to become 

clear, as well as the relationship between motor movements of both persons to 

become evident as the movements of each developed and decayed. Furthermore, 

the precursors of each person’s interactions were made explicit. It was interesting 

to note that a repeated behaviour of one individual in many cases elicited 

different reactions from others depending on whom that individual was interacting 

with. Equally in many cases a pattern was established, whereby the same 

behaviour of one person consistently elicited the same reaction from the other 

person. When the reaction changed, the influence of different variables in the 

setting could be identified as the cause.  

 

Density, precision and permanence 

 

Video permits the fine-grained, detailed nature of the data that is; it’s density to 
be made explicit (Latvala et al., 2000). Dense data typically contains subtle 

communicative behaviour. A good example of dense data is a sequential analysis 

of shifting eye gaze patterns between two people.  Eye gaze changes quickly, at 

times up to three to four times per second. However, as the interaction was 

analyzed 24 times per second, the precise record of how a person’s gaze shifted 
from one focus to another was identifiable, as was the movement of the person’s 
attention from one stimulus to another and the resulting changes in eye gaze and 

other interactions of the second person in the dyad. Thus, detailed analysis 

demonstrated the interdependence of each person in the communication process.  

 

The quality most clearly demonstrated by the analytic process was its 

precision. Heritage concurs with this view and notes that attaining a high level of 

precision is enabled by videotaped data (Heritage, 1984). This view is reinforced 

by Heacock et al who comment on the capacity of video to allow fine-grained 

recording, they state that “it is not unusual for an observer replaying a videotape 
to detect nuances in non verbal behaviour that an observer in the field setting 

missed” (Heacock et al., 1996, p. 336).  In short, the density of the data was 

uncovered through the precise nature of the analysis.  However, that precision 

was only made possible because of another aspect of video, namely it’s 
permanence which meant that it could be viewed as many times as required and 

in many different ways. To sum up this section, video enables data to be collected 

that is permanently on record, that can be very complex or dense and that can be 

analyzed precisely in fine detail. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

This paper has considered how grounded theory may be utilized as a mechanism 

for the analysis of observational qualitative data that is derived from videotaped 

interactions. In this case, the interactions were of people with profound 

intellectual disability and their carers and teachers. The nature of people with 

such severe disabilities is that they cannot interact in an ordinarily recognised 

manner; they have little or no speech and their non-verbal behaviours tend to be 

idiosyncratic. Video offered a possibility of examining these behaviours and those 

of the non-disabled partner in detail, with the consequence that the grounded 
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theoretical analysis made it possible to identify the main concern of the 

participants. It also enabled the patterns in the data to be identified. Thus, it 

facilitated the emergence of a theory explaining how the participants met the 

main concern. Video recording was integral to the research method and as such it 

is recommended as a mechanism for the investigation of interaction particularly 

in situations where the nature of the interaction is obscure. Lastly, this study 

found, as others have done, that the linkage of video and classic grounded theory 

provides a method which has the potential to uncover patterns of human 

behaviours which previously were not evident and thus to explain what is 

happening in complex social situations (Nilsson, 2012). 
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A Novice Researcher’s First  W alk Through the Maze of Grounded 

Theory: Rat ionalizat ion for  Classical Grounded Theory 

Gary L. Evans,  Liverpool John Moores University

Abstract

Being new to grounded theory the onus to understand the m ethodology and the various

versionscan be daunt ing.Learning and understanding the differences between grounded 

theories m ethodologies can be as m uch a learning of one's own research philosophy and 

this philosophy is often the deciding factor in m ethodology select ion.  Learning the different  

m ethodologies is a difficult  journey as term inology often sounds sim ilar to the novice 

researcher, but  only by explor ing the differences can the researcher rat ionalize their  own 

choice.  This paper offers the new researcher a view into the confusing world of grounded 

theory, where com m on term s are usedbut  the secret  lies in understanding the philosophy of 

the researcher and t he t opic of discovery.  Glaser was correct , the answer is in the data, but  

you need to understand the philosophy of the m ethod and if it  m atches your philosophy of 

research.

Theoret ical Fram ew ork

Grounded theory, developed by Barney Glaser and Anselm  St rauss in the early 1960s, is a 

m ethodology for induct ively generat ing theory (Pat ton, 1990) .  Glaser’s definit ion of 

grounded theory is “a general m ethodology of analysis linked with data collect ion that  uses 

a system at ically applied set  of m ethods to generate an induct ive theory about  a substant ive 

area”  (Glaser, 1992, p. 16) .While this definit ion is accepted by researchers, the approach 

and r igor in the data collect ion, handling and analysis created differences between Glaser 

and St rauss.  St rauss developed a m ore linear approach to the research m ethodology 

(St rauss & Corbin 1990) .  Grounded theory is not  new to business research and Mintzberg 

em phasized the im portance of grounded research for qualitat ive inquiry within organizat ion 

set t ings:  

"m easuring in real organizat ional term s m eans first  of all get t ing out , into real organizat ions.  

Quest ionnaires often won’t  do.  Nor will laboratory sim ulat ions…  The qualitat ive research designs, on the 

other hand, perm it  the researcher to get  close to the data, to know well all the individuals involved and 

observe and record what  they do and say" (Mintzberg, 1979, p. 586) . 

As grounded theory becam e m ore popular for researchers, the substant ial divide 

between the creators of the m ethodology was apparent .  The t wo original authors reached a 

diacr it ical juncture on the aim s, pr inciples, and procedures associated with the 

im plem entat ion of the m ethod.  Two paths em erged, and these are m arked by St rauss and 

Corbin’s 1990 publicat ion, Basics of Qualitat ive Research:  Grounded Theory Procedures and 

Techniques,  towhich Glaser responded harshly with accusat ions of distort ion of the cent ral 

object ives of parsim ony and theoret ical em ergence (Glaser, 1992) .  Glaser’s views were 

supported by other grounded theory researchers who agreed that  the late St rauss’ 1990 
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publicat ion was an erosion of the or iginal 1967 m ethodology (Stern, 1994) .  During the 

years since the opening of the debate on grounded theory, a num ber of researchers have 

firm ly supported the classic grounded theory m ethodology CGT (Bowen 2005;  Clark & Lang

2002;  Davis 1996;  Efinger, Maldonado &McArdie 2004;  Holton 2007;  Schreiber 2001) . 

Various scholars have put  forward a range of st rategies and guidelines for t he coding 

process (Charm az 2006;  Goulding 2005;  Part ington 2002;  Pat ton 2002;  St rauss & Corbin

1990, 1998) .  The process and m ethods for coding have created the highest  level of debate 

for users of grounded theory.  Som e researchers have com bined quant itat ive and qualitat ive 

form s of data collect ion when using grounded theory. And while nothing prohibit s such 

com binat ion, the purpose needs to be clear, otherwise a m uddling of the m ethodology will 

occur (Baker, West  & Stern 1992;  Wells, 1995) .  While the coding process is an im portant  

part  of grounded theory, over- r igid st ructures can create blocks that  lim it  the researcher’s 

abilit y to com plete the analysis (Glaser, 1978;  Katz,1983) .These changes in coding go m uch 

deeper than just  a coding process, they are a departure from  the core elem ents of CGT and 

this paper looks at  how these differences im pact  the researcher.

Fernandez (2012)  ident ified four different  grounded theory m odels:  CGT (Glaser

1978) , t he St rauss and Corbin (1990)  qualitat ive data analysis (QDA)  som et im es referred t o 

as the St raussian grounded theory, the const ruct ivist  grounded theory (Charm az, 2000) , 

and the fem inist  grounded theory (Wuest , 1995) .  While less known variants of grounded 

theory exist , these are considered the m ain grounded theory m ethodologies widely used in 

academ ic research.  

Gynnild (2011)  is cr it ical of a num ber of how to grounded theory books for 

com m it t ing theory slurr ing m aking “non-system at ic switching between references to 

St rauss/ Corbin, Glaser and Charm az...a rather diffuse m ethod of skip and dip when

collect ing data”  (Gynnild, 2011, p. 64) .  This has increased the confusion for t he novice user 

of grounded theory.  Tolhurst  (2012) , in reviewing the grounded t heory m ethods, “ skips and 

dips”  to develop a view without  explaining the actual differences between m ethods.  His 

final analysis did not  add clar ity, but  furthered the confusion by referr ing to the m ethod as 

tortuous with no alternat ive m ethodology.  Egan (2002)  also “skips and dips”  between CGT 

and St raussian theory, scarcely m aking reference to the difference, leading the reader to 

believe they follow a sim ilar path of data analysis. Mart in (2011)  noted that  num erous 

published works presented as grounded theory have been guilty of m ethod m ixing or 

m ethod slurr ing.Stern and Porr (2011) , in defence of cr it ics of their  book Essent ials of 

Accessible Grounded Theory 2011 ,argued that , unlike others, any m odificat ion they put  

forward never depart ed from  the core elem ents found in the t radit ional Glaser and St rauss 

(1967)  grounded theory.  They stated that  they had adhered to the “ four fundam ental 

pr inciples (Discovery never verificat ion, explanat ion never descript ion, em ergence never 

forcing and the m at r ix operat ion) ”  (Stern &Porr, 2011: 88) .  

Sim m ons (2011)  believes that  greater dist inct ion needs to be m ade between CGT

and const ruct ivist  grounded theory, and that  while Stern and Porr (2011)  m ay have adhered 

to som e of the basics of grounded theory, they failed to effect ively draw the differences 

between t he m ethodologies.  I n 2004, Glaser put  forward a num ber of concerns about  som e 
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of the re-m odelling that  had taken place with what  is term ed qualitat ive data analysis 

(QDA) .  Glaser asserted that  the m ixing of QDA and grounded theory m ethodologies had the 

effect  of downgrading and eroding the goal of conceptual theory (Glaser, 2004, 

2009b,2012b) .  Concept ualizat ion blocking by applying QDA const raints cont inues to be the 

m ost  com m on com plaint  of grounded theory researchers (Glaser, 2011) . Glaser (2009b)  

explains in detail how QDA and m ult iple versions of grounded theory have jargonized 

elem ents of CGT to achieve authent icity.  A st rong advocate of CGT, Sim m ons(2010, 2011)

is cr it ical of any m ixing of grounded theory m ethodologies.  An alternat ive is to rem ain t rue 

to the or iginal work of 1967, with Glaser’s subsequent  work (1978, 1992, 1998a, 1998b, 

2001, 2004, 2007,  2009a, 2009b, 2011, 2012a) .

A m ore effect ive process is to view the different  types of grounded theory m ethods 

and to select  the one that  best  fit s the researcher (Fendt& Sachs 2008) .  I t  is im portant  to 

understand the im pact  of different  research m ethodologies and how the researcher views 

the world.  Howell (2013)  recognizes the im portance of the com bined philosophy of the 

researcher and the m et hodology and highlights this in the following statem ent :  "When we 

undertake a research project  we approach the world with pre-concept ions about  the 

relat ionship between m ind and external realit y;  such will affect  the m ethodological 

approach, research program m e and m ethods of data collect ion" (p.4) . The following

explores four of the m ost  cited form s of grounded theory, how their  views differ on the 

applicat ion of grounded t heory, and, ult im ately, a rat ionale for the select ion of CGT.  To aid 

the novice research this paper reviews the four m ain categories of grounded theory and 

uses the scholar ly works of experienced researchers t o posit ion the differences. 

Fem inist  grounded theory

Fem inist  grounded theory was developed init ially for nurses in recognit ion of the andocent r ic

bias and to ensure that  wom en's voices were heard in the research com m unity (Wuest

1995) .  Wuest  overlays fem inist  theory onto the CGT, the St raussian, and the const ruct ivist  

grounded theory, advocat ing that  “ [ g] rounded theory is consistent  with the postm odern 

fem inist  epistem ology in the recognit ion of m ult iple explanat ions of realit y”  (Wuest , 1995, 

p. 127) .  No preference is stated towards the St raussian, CGT, or const ruct ivist  grounded 

theory m ethodologies.  Wuest  selects m ethodological elem ents from  all three grounded 

theories to put  forward the im portance of m erging with fem inist  theory.  Wuest  states that  

“ [ f] em inism  is not  a research m ethod;  it  is a perspect ive that  can be applied to a t radit ional 

disciplinary m ethod”  (1995, p. 129) .  The fem inist  grounded theory has been widely 

accepted as a m ethod of research ideally suited to the nursing profession, and grounded 

theory is enriched by taking a fem inist  perspect ive when the research is based on wom en 

(Plum m er & Young, 2010) .

Classic grounded theory  (CGT)

The CGT grounded theory m ethodology has its grounding in the or iginal work of Glaser and 

St rauss (1965, 1967) .  They provided som e guidance for evaluat ion of the em pir ical 

grounding of a grounded theory.  This can be sum m arized as follows:

(1) Fit  – does the theory fit  t he substant ive area in which it  will be used?
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(2) Understandabilit y – will non-professionals concerned with the substant ive area 

understand the theory?

(3) Generalizabilit y – does the theory apply to a wide range of situat ions in the 

substant ive area?

(4) Cont rol – does the theory allow the user som e cont rol over the “st ructure and 

process of daily  situat ions as they change through t im e”? (Glaser & St rauss,  1967, 

p.237)

There are two types of coding in CGT:  substant ive coding and theoret ical coding, 

with the form er preceding the lat t er.  Som e authors refer to the substant ive CGT as having 

sub phases of open and select ive (Hernandez & Andrews, 2012;  Walker & Myrick, 2006) .  

Holton (2007)  sum m arizes the substant ive coding process as follows:  

" I n substant ive coding, the researcher works with the data direct ly, fractur ing and analyzing it ,  

init ially through open coding for the emergence of a core category and related concepts and then 

subsequently through theoret ical sam pling and select ive coding of data to theoret ically saturate 

the core and related concepts" (p.265) .  

The constant  com parat ive process involves three types of com parisons:  (1)  incident  

to incident  for the em ergence of concepts, (2)  concepts to m ore incidents for further 

theoret ical elaborat ion, saturat ion, and densificat ion of concepts, and (3)  concepts to 

concepts for their  em ergent  theoret ical int egrat ion and through theoret ical coding (Glaser &

St rauss, 1967;  Holton, 2007) .  “All is data”  is a well-known Glaser dictum .  I t  m eans that  all 

research is considered data, unlike QDA which has a specific descript ive st ructure.  The 

grounded theory researcher needs to com pare the data on as m any dim ensions as possible.  

Grounded theory researchers take int o account  all data, including newspaper art icles, 

quest ionnaire result s, social, st ructural and interact ional observat ions, int erviews, casual 

com m ents, global and cultural statem ents, histor ical docum ents, whatever is available that  

allows the researcher to explore all aspects of the theory. Grounded theory produces 

abst ract ions not  descript ions (Glaser, 2007) .

The m em oing process helps the researcher det erm ine which of the theoret ical codes 

provides the best  relat ional m odel to int egrate substant ive codes to theoret ical codes 

(Hernandez, 2009) .  Theoret ical m em os capture the “m eaning and ideas for one's growing 

theory at  the m om ent  they occur”  (Glaser, 1998a, p.178) .   Glaser does not  support  having 

different  types of not es, as put  forward by St rauss and Corbin (1990) ;  in his view this lim its 

the developm ent  of the theory.  The use of field notes and coding freedom  are key elem ents 

of CGT.  Field notes allow the researcher to “stay focused on what  is really happening and 

facilitates coding on a higher conceptual level without  the dist ract ion of endless descript ive 

and superfluous detail”  (Glaser, 2011, p.55) .   The constant  com parison allows the core 

category to em erge and, unlike the St raussian and const ruct ivist  grounded theory, the CGT 

view is that  this core then becom es a focus for the li terature review and further select ive 

data collect ion (Glaser, 2011) .  For CGT, field notes “ form  the basis for the const ruct ion of 

m em os, m em os play a key role in the developm ent  of the theory”  (Montgom ery & Bailey, 

2007, p.76) .  Using CGT, there is no one set  form at  in the design of field notes and they 

m ay change in form at  as the research develops (Glaser, 2011) .
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Theoret ical coding occurs as the final stage “ to conceptualize how the substant ive 

codes m ay relate to each other as hypotheses to be integrated int o the theory”  (Holton, 

2007, p.255) .  For m any researchers, the challenge in grounded theory is the abilit y to get  

conceptual, being close t o the dat a can cause blurr ing and difficulty in seeing the theoret ical 

pat terns (Scot t , 2009) .   “Theoret ical codes conceptualize how the substant ive codes m ay 

relate to each other as hypotheses to be int egrated int o the theory”  (Glaser, 1978, p.164) .   

Substant ive codes break down ( fracture the data)  while theoret ical codes “weave the 

fractured story back together again [ into]  an organized whole theory”  (Glaser, 1978, 

p.165) .  Theoret ical codes are either im plicit  or explicit  but , whether im plicit  or explicit ,  their  

purpose is to integrate t he substant ive theory (Glaser, 2005) .

Theoret ical saturat ion is achieved by the constant  com parison of incidents in the data 

to elicit  the propert ies and dim ensions of each category or code.  Riley (1996)  stated that  

m ost  studies achieve saturat ion with between eight  and 24 int erviews, depending on the 

topic focus.  While it  is dangerous to provide specific num bers in the developm ent  of a 

saturat ion point , it  is a guideline in a m ethodology that  has often developed over- r igid rules 

for judging the credibilit y of grounded theory  products (Skodol-Wilson & Am bler-Hutchinson, 

1996) .  I n evaluat ing the credibili t y of the theoret ical sam pling, it  is im portant  that  the 

researcher understands that  there is no definit ive checklist  for ensuring credibilit y and that  

theoret ical sam pling will be different  for every theory (Breckenridge & Jones, 2009) .

A difference between St raussian theory and CGT is in the use of li terature.  CGT 

believes “More focused reading only occurs when em ergent  theory is sufficient ly developed 

to allow the lit erature to be used as addit ional data”  (Heath &Cowley, 2004, p.143) .  Heath 

(2006)  found delaying the literature was effect ive in allowing her to use past  lit erature to 

challenge as well as support  her em ergent  theory.  Christ iansen (2011)  put  forward that  if 

the researcher cannot  accept  the delaying of the li terature review process during the 

research, they should choose another research m ethod.  To be t rue to theory developm ent  

and effect ive use of li terature it  should not  occur at  the beginning of the study, for those 

who advocat e a pre-study lit erature review they should understand it  will dam age the 

research by  creat ing early closure t o the direct ion, by m isleading t he direct ion to follow, and 

it  m ay in itself be an inappropriate select ion of lit erature (Hickey, 1997) .  The lit erature 

review process is one of the starkest  differences of CGT when com pared to the St raussian 

and const ruct ivist  grounded theories.  Following t he CGT m ethodology allows the researcher 

to use exist ing theory to “challenge em ergent  theory and locate the em ergent  theory within 

the current  body of knowledge”  (Heath, 2006,  p.527) .

A com m on problem  during the write-up stage is to write descript ion vs. abst ract , 

which is often a result  of data overload (Glaser, 2012a) . Glaser (2012a)  suggests that  

m em o sort ing is a key part  of the writ ing process and t hat  a m em o can range from  a t r igger 

word to several pages.    

The final hurdle for m any grounded theory researchers is that  they m ust  have the 

abilit y to be aware of their  own personal bias throughout  the research process through 

reflexivity.  Deady (2011)  point s out  that  part  of the r ichness of the experienced researcher 

is the knowledge gained in the field of expert ise.  CGT researchers need to ask them selves 
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the quest ions:  “What  perspect ive do I  represent?”  and “How m ay this perspect ive influence 

m y reading? And how should I  factor it out?”  (Deady, 2011, p.51) .Ehigie and Ehigie (2005)  

state that  the int erviewer m ust  be knowledgeable about  the topic and be able to relate to 

the part icipants in term s of language – using vocabularynorm ally used within the sector 

being studied.  The int erviewer m ust  also know when it  is necessary to probe deeper, get  

the interviewee to elaborate, or broaden the topic of discussion.  Having knowledge in a 

topic does not  m ean having preconceived ideas.  To do research in nursing it  helps to 

understand the issues related to nursing, just  as in business it  helps to have a business 

background when dealing with business research.  Glaser (2011)  never quest ioned the 

abilit y of the researcher to have knowledge, but  rather to stay open and ensure the 

induct ive process is allowed to work effect ively. Neit her Glaser nor St rauss ever m ade “a 

claim  of pure object ivity;  it  is m erely a statem ent  regarding m axim izing object ivity to the 

extent  possible.  This is what  classical grounded theory was designed to accom plish”  

(Sim m ons, 2011, p.75) .

CGT places induct ion as a key process with deduct ion occurr ing on em erging 

quest ions and pat terns,  allowing a m ovem ent  from  generalizat ion to theory.CGT has what  

is defined by Glaser (1978, 1992)  an induct ive-deduct ive m ix.  The St raussian approach 

puts m ore em phasis on deduct ion and verificat ion, often leading the researcher away from  

the data and into following prior research and knowledge which reduces t he effect iveness of 

the research (Heath &Cowley, 2004;  Rennie, 1998) .  Glaser (2009a)  put  forward that  CGT 

allows the generat ion of a hypothesis that  can be later tested using qualitat ive or 

quant itat ive m easures, but  the researcher does not  form ulate any hypothesis in advance of 

the research, whereas the St raussian approach “argues that  an em pir ically grounded theory 

is both generated and verified in the data”  (Hallberg, 2006, p.143) .   After com paring CGT 

and St raussian theory, Rennie (1998)  concluded that  “Glaser 's procedures are the m ost  

consistent  with the object ives of the m ethod”  (p.101) . Elizondo-Schm elkes (2011)  used CGT 

to develop her theory of authent icat ing incorporat ing descript ions from  interviews as backup 

to the categories that  she discovered during her research.  While the process and steps m ay 

seem  daunt ing at  first  Glaser has writ ten extensively on grounded theory procedures 

(Glaser, 1978, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1998a, 1998b, 2001, 2004, 2007, 2009a, 2009b, 

2011, 2012a.)

The CGT as put  forward by Glaser (1978,  2002, 2007, 2011)  stays t rue to the 

or iginal concepts put  forward by Glaser and St rauss (1967)  and all other m ethods have 

serious flaws that  dist ract  from  the goals of grounded theory.  Deady (2011)  selected CGT 

for its com binat ion of r igour and flexibilit y in how it  incorporated the lit erature review int o 

the data analysis and, unlike other grounded theory m odels, allowed the researcher 

freedom  to develop their  own m em oing process.  Many support ers of CGT see the 

m ethodology as offer ing the greatest  am ount  of freedom  in the developm ent  of substant ive 

theory (Deady,  2011; Loy, 2011; Sim m ons, 2011) . When looking at  the future of grounded 

theory, Glaser sees expansion of theory bits or parts of what  m akes up a substant ive theory 

that  will be used to describe a situat ion or to tell part  of a story, i.e. the group is 

superdiversifying, or cult ivat ing each bit  giving a m eaning to act ions or stor ies.  The 

researcher will need to cont inue to point  out  that  theory bits are only part  of the substant ive 

theory and that  part  of good grounded theory is that  the theory bit s are the beginning of 
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m ore research (Glaser, 1999) . Glaser also points out  that  CGT is only part  of the research 

tools available;  it  is not  intended to replace other form s of research but  adds a valuable 

com plem ent  t o the research com m unity.

St raussian Grounded Theory

St rauss and Corbin's (1990)  book Basics of Qualitat ive Research:  Grounded Theory 

Procedures and Techniques took a prescript ive posit ion for grounded theory.  The m ain 

changes they incorporated were to the coding st ructure adding m ore procedures on how to 

code and st ructure the data.  This m ethod is often referred to as St raussian grounded 

theory.  They used a three stage coding m ethodology of open coding, axial coding, and 

select ive coding  While based on the concepts of Glaser and St rauss (1967) , the St raussian 

m ethodology has proven too difficult  for m ost  researchers and doctoral students to follow 

and m ost  revert  back to the less prescript ive CGT approach (Part ington, 2000) .  Corbin and 

St rauss (1990)  put  forward eleven basic procedures to follow in the developm ent  of their  

m ethod as follows:  

1. Data collect ion and analysis are interrelated processes.

2. Concepts are t he basic units of analysis.

3. Categories m ust  be developed and relat ed.

4. Sam pling in grounded t heory proceeds on theoret ical grounds.

5. Analysis m akes use of constant  com parisons.

6. Pat terns and variat ions m ust  be accounted for.

7. Process m ust  be built  into theory.

8. Writ ing theoret ical m em os is an integral part  of doing grounded theory.

9. Hypotheses about  relat ionships am ong categories are developed and verified 

as m uch as possible dur ing the research process.

10. A grounded theorist  need not  work alone.

11. Broader st ructural condit ions m ust  be brought  into the analysis, however 

m icroscopic in focus is t he research (pp.419–422) .  

These procedures allow the researcher to understand m ore clearly the differences between 

St raussian and CGT beyond just  the coding m ethods.  At  the highest  level they would 

appear very sim ilar;  however, taking a m ore detailed review of each heading, the m ajor 

differences are in points four, nine and 11.  CGT would argue point  4, Sam pling in grounded 

theory proceeds on theoret ical grounds,  creates a preconceived bias.  While both support  

sam pling based on theoret ical grounds, Corbin and St rauss (1990)  support  the concept  that  

the researcher br ings the idea of the phenom enon to be studied;  alternat ively the CGT 

would insist  that  it  should com e from  the data and not  be in it iated by the researcher. 

Goulding (1999)  ident ifies the need for flexibilit y in som e aspects of grounded 

theory.  No researcher starts with a totally blank sheet .  I n fact , the body of knowledge is 

key to the developm ent  of new theories.  The art  lies in finding a balance between all 

aspects of data collect ion that  allow the researcher to develop their  them es without  

prejudice or preconcept ions.  Glaser (2011)  argues that  the obsession with this point  of 

preconcept ions is a m isunderstanding of the im portance of the induct ive process.  CGT 
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supports the use of both lit erature and what  can be brought  by other theories, but  not  unt il 

the data has had the opportunity to direct  the researcher (Glaser, 2011) . 

Point  nine sees a substant ive separat ion between St raussian theory and CGT, where 

the process for verificat ion takes a very different  path for the two m ethods.  

The St raussian approach is m ore st ructured, leading to a m uch m ore r igid coding 

st ructure for analysis. I t  also has its em phasis on deduct ion, verificat ion and validat ion.  

What  at  first  glance m ay appear m ore st ructured and therefore easier, on invest igat ion the 

m ethod put  forward is actually m ore com plex, with the use of tools, paradigm s, and 

m at r ices beyond the constant  com parat ive m ethod offered with in CGT.  Glaser (1992)  put  

forward that  the St raussian approach is not  a m odificat ion to grounded theory, but  a whole 

new approach and should not  be confused with grounded theory.  Rennie (1998)  sees 

St raussian grounded theory as int roducing hypothet ico-deduct ivism  to grounded theory 

based on inst rum entalism , whereas CGT insists on an induct ive approach and that  the 

m ethod should only lead to theory and not  t o verificat ion. 

Last ly, for point  11, broader st ructural condit ions m ust  be brought  into the analysis, 

however m icroscopic in focus is the research ,  again we see a m uch m ore step by step 

st ructured process, where CGT would argue that  the broader condit ions would be reflected 

in the data (St rauss & Corbin, 1998;  Glaser, 2001) .  I n their  m ethodology, St rauss and 

Corbin argue that  their  coding m ethods provide an aid to the researcher, m oving the 

research from  too m uch focus on induct ion and towards a m ore balanced m ethod that  

encom passes induct ion, deduct ion, and verificat ion.   

While both CGT and St raussian grounded theory use a com parat ive m ethod in the

use of lit erature as data, the St raussian approach uses the lit erature in the early stages of 

research to develop theoret ical sensit iv ity and the generat ion of hypotheses (Heath and 

Cowley, 2004) .  Heath and Cowley also highlight  that  while a shared ontology exists 

between CGT and St raussian theory, “ there m ay be slight  epistem ological differences”  

(p.142) .  These differences are often m isunderstood by the novice researcher as both state 

they st r ive for sim ilar results, but  the coding process which is often cited as the pr im ary  

difference has at  its root  a different  philosophical use of induct ion, deduct ion, and 

verificat ion (Heath &Cowley, 2004) .  

Glaser (1978)  uses the term  substant ive (open)  coding as a way to develop a set  of 

categories and their  propert ies that  are “ relevant  for int egrat ing into a theory”  (Glaser,  

1978, p.56) .  For Glaser (2011) , the process is an induct ive process and the em ergence 

com es direct ly from  the data.  St rauss and Corbin (1990)  also use the term  “open coding”  

but  the em phasis of conceptualizing and categorizing the data m ay be predeterm ined and 

while part ially from  the data it  can equally com e from  the researcher.   Axial coding is unique 

to St rauss and Corbin as an addit ion to the CGT and is defined as “a set  of procedures 

whereby data are put  back together in new ways after open coding, by m aking connect ions 

between categories.  This is done by using a coding paradigm  involving condit ions, context , 

act ion/ interact ional st rategies and consequences”  (St rauss & Corbin, 1990, p.96) .  Kendall 

(1999)  cites the difference in the concept  of open coding and the inclusion of axial coding as 
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a key different iat ion between CGT and St raussian grounded theory.  I n conclusion of her 

analysis, Kendall (1999)  agrees with Glaser (1992)  that the use of paradigm  and axial 

coding is inconsistent  to the purpose of grounded theory to generate a substant ive theory 

and that  the St raussian m ethod allows an escape for those st ruggling with the conceptual 

difficult ies of CGT.

Neill (2006)  put  forward an argum ent  that  reflexivity/ reflect ion are an im portant  part  

of the data analysis as long as it  does not  becom e a dist ract ion from  the data.  Reflect ion 

can be an im portant  part  of the com parat ive process.  Glaser (2001)  was wary of too m uch 

dependence on reflexivity and warned researchers to be careful that  they don't  lose focus.  

The use of reflexivity and relat ionalit y is credited to St rauss and Corbin (1998)  and is not  

seen as part  of CGT.  Hall and Callery (2001)  argued that  the inclusion of reflexivity and 

relat ionality is an im portant  part  of the validat ion and r igor of St raussian grounded theory, 

but  that  it  has been m isused by the const ruct ivist  approach.  

Const ruct ivist  Grounded Theory

Const ruct ionism  has its beginning in sociology – how observat ions form  an accurat e 

reflect ion of the world – and has recent ly had a profound im pact  on researchers who select  

grounded theory as their  m ethodology of choice (Andrews, 2012) .   Andrews (2012)  is

cr it ical of Charm az (2000, 2006)  who has led the debate on the use of const ruct ionism , 

stat ing that  she’s used the term s “const ruct ionism ”  and “social const ruct ionism ”  

interchangeably without  adequately explaining the differences – that  one has an individual 

focus and the other a social focus on the world.  

At  the root  of the const ruct ivist  theory is the belief that  concepts are const ructed, 

not  discovered as put  forward by Glaser (2002) .  For the const ruct ivist , you begin with 

specific quest ions on a part icular substant ive area;  in cont rast , the CGT starts with a desire 

to know m ore about  a substant ive area but  has no preconceived quest ions pr ior to the study 

(Hernandez & Andrews, 2012) .  Sim ilar to the St raussian grounded theory, const ruct ivist  

grounded theory begins with a review of the lit erature to determ ine what  has been done 

before in the area of interest .  This difference in the t im ing and approach to literature is a 

key difference found in both the const ruct ivist  and St raussian approaches (Hernandez &

Andrews, 2012) .  Glaser (1978, 2011)  point s out  that  CGT allows the data to be developed 

without  preconceived ideas and will int egrate previous work during the com parat ive 

analysis.  Andrews (2012)  puts forward that  the m ain argum ent  against  const ruct ionism  is 

in the perceived conceptualizat ion of realism  and relat ivism  and that  the argum ent  has an 

“epistem ological not  an ontological perspect ive”  (Andrews, 2012,  p.44) .  

CGT is less focused on language as a m ethod of int erpretat ion but  can coexist  with a 

const ruct ivist  view that  supports both object ive and subject ive reality.  The CGT is not  

com pat ible t o relat ivism  (Andrews, 2012;  Glaser, 2011) .  This has been a core of the debate 

between Charm az and Glaser (Charm az, 2000;  Glaser, 2002, 2012b) .  The argum ent  that  

const ruct ivist  grounded theory com pensat es for  the single m inded view is unjust ified to CGT 

advocates who highlight  that  CGT focuses on a single concern of study ( i.e. cult ure) .  They 

argue that  the value of grounded theory is not  on producing and verifying facts, but  is in 
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generat ing concepts that  will have different  m eanings to different  people, and that  the final 

theory is open to m odificat ion and new data (Breckenridge & Jones, 2012) .  

Bryant  (2003) , a supporter of  and co-author with Charm az (Bryant  &Charm az 2007) ,  

sees const ruct ivism  m ethodology as seeking to deal with the conflict  of potent ial bias of the 

researcher and not  a direct  at tack on the philosophy of grounded theory.  Const ruct ivist  

theory sees Glaser as an object ivist  and CGT ( including St raussian)  as a “post -posit iv ist  

ontology of cr it ical realism ”   (Hallberg, 2006,  p.146) .  Hallberg (2006)  saw the const ruct ivist  

developm ent  of grounded theory as m ore of the evolut ionary developm ent  of grounded 

theory, from  CGT in the 1960s, to St raussian in the 1990s, to the const ruct ivist  m odel in 

the 2000s, an approach between posit iv ism  and postm odernism .  Howell 2013 points out  

that  for the const ruct ivists "Knowledge, t ruth, realit y and theory are considered cont ingent  

and based on hum an percept ion and experience" (p.16) .   Each m ethodology com es with a 

philosophy which im pacts the m indset  and all aspects of how a m ethodology is used down 

to the m ethod of coding (Howell, 2013) . 

The coding process for const ruct ivist  grounded theory uses three types of coding:  

open, focused, and theoret ical. This is com pared to CGT where two levels of coding exist , 

substant ive and theoret ical, and St raussian with its axial and select ive coding.  While the 

term inology m ay be sim ilar, the definit ions of what  is term ed “ theoret ical”  coding is very 

different .  For the const ruct ivist  approach, t heoret ical coding is t he m erging of concepts int o 

groups.  This happens t hroughout  the process, whereas for the CGT the theoret ical coding is 

part  of the select ive process used to int egrate the grounded theory (Hernandez & Andrews, 

2012) .  Bringer, Johnston and Brackenridge (2006) , advocates of const ruct ivist  grounded 

theory, explain in detail how it  is possible to use the const ruct ivist  m ethod to code the 

variables into NVivo software.  I n the developm ent  of the art icle, Bringer, Johnston and 

Brackenridge m ake select ive references to Glaser (1978) , St rauss and Corbin (1990) , and 

Charm az (2000)  to t ry to illust rate their  use of grounded theory.  As stated earlier, the 

com binat ion of these different  m ethods is referred to as m ethod slurr ing and tends to erode 

the quality of the research instead of enhancing it  (Sim m ons, 2011) . 

Cupchik (2001)  put  forward that  const ruct ivist  realism  “dem onst rate[ s]  the 

com plem entary roles played by quant itat ive and qualitat ive m ethods in the analysis of social 

phenom ena”  (p.10) .  Glaser (2012b)  stated that  Charm az and other const ruct ivists were 

doing qualitat ive data analysis (QDA)  and that  the use of such m ethodologies com pletely 

subverted all the pr inciples of grounded theory.  He argued that  researchers who use a 

const ruct ivist  approach are doing QDA and not  grounded theory, and while it  m ay appeal to 

those who like the QDA conceptual descript ion m ethod, it  is a total erosion of CGT (Glaser,  

2012b) .  Hernandez and Andrews (2012)  are m ore generous in their  final analysis, stat ing 

that  the final difference in the product  is that  const ruct ivist  grounded theory creates a 

descript ive theory, whereas CGT is an explanatory theory.  

Bryant  (2009) , seeing that  the disputed differences between CGT, St raussian theory, 

and const ruct ivist  theory was likely to cont inue, t ook a pragm at ic approach. He felt  that  the 

m any issues could be put  aside if the researchers rem em bered the core object ive of 

research:  “The epistem ological issues that  separate different  st rands,  or branches of the 
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GTM fam ily, can then be set  to one side provided that  people's research writ ings do not  

seek to m ake st rong epistem ological claim s:  the ult im ate cr iter ion of good research should 

be that  it  m akes a difference”  (p.32) .

I f researchers accept  that  both St raussian and const ruct ivist  form s of grounded 

theory are form s of QDA, then it  is not  surprising that  these form s of grounded theory have 

closer relat ionships to software program s that  are m ore st ructured in nature.  I n reviewing 

potent ial com puter-assisted qualitat ive data analysis software (CAQDAS)  tools, it  becam e 

evident  that  either a St raussian or const ruct ivist  revision of grounded theory was being 

applied.  Welsh (2002) , who is experienced in the use of software, warns researchers to 

take care that  their  research does not  get  dr iven by the at t r ibutes of the software, creat ing 

codes that  add lit t le or no value to the analysis of the data.  

Rat ionale for  Select ion of  Classical Grounded Theory Met hodology

The purpose of this author’s research was to review boards, their  st ructure and leadership, 

to determ ine the im pact  of cult ure on the funct ionality of the board.  Goethals, Sorenson 

and Burns (2004)  ident ified CGT as t he best  suited m ethodology for t he study of leadership.  

They acknowledged that  other versions of grounded theory exist  but  argued that  the core 

elem ents, as init ially put  forward by Glaser and St rauss (1967) , offered an excellent  process 

to study the influence between people and leadership processes.  The m ethodology is not  

guided by a theoret ical perspect ive, and one of its st rengths is its flexibilit y.  Mart in and 

Turner (1986)  ident ified the charact er ist ics of the CGT as an effect ive tool in the study of 

organizat ions.  They argued that  as an induct ive theory, discovery m ethodology could lead 

and facilitate desirable im provem ents in the workplace.   Deady (2011) , a user of CGT, 

found “other m ethodologies tended to have gate-keeping rules to prevent  use of casual or 

serendipitous observat ions”  (p.43) .  Deady went  on to argue that  the CGT m ethod allows 

the literature review and researcher bias to becom e just  another variable, without  placing 

an unnecessary st ructure on the data.  Unlike the QDA approach which has a fixed m ethod 

of coding and m em oing, the CGT process allows the researcher to be flexible in their  

m em oing process and leads to greater theoret ical com pleteness (Deady, 2011) .   Heath and 

Cowley (2004)  have pointed out  that  qualitat ive research using grounded theory is a 

“cognit ive process and t hat  each individual has a different  cognit ive style.  A person’s way of 

thinking, and explanat ion of analysis, m ay seem  crystal clear to som eone with a sim ilar 

cognit ive style and very confusing to another person whose approach is different ”  (p.149) .  

The select ion of the m ethodology is always a difficult  task for the researcher who m ust  be 

aware of  "what  is the relat ionship between the world thought  the researcher, the 

researched and the issue under invest igat ion?" (Howell, 2013, p.14) .  For the researcher it  

is im portant  to have a full understanding of the philosophy that  the research m ethod puts 

forward and to select  the one that  best  suit s all aspect  of the study  (Howell, 2013) .

Each of the grounded theories discussed have m erit  and argum ents could be put  

forward for each of the processes, but  for this researchthe best  approach that  m atches the 

goals of the research,  as well as the cognit ive style of the researcher, is the CGT approach.   

All researchers who consider grounded theory need to determ ine which type of grounded 
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theory best  suit s their  purpose.  Loy (2011)  describes his frust rat ion in researching various 

versions of grounded theory, including considering the m ixing of two m ethods, before finally 

reconciling to the use of CGT.  His select ion of the CGT over both the St raussian and 

const ruct ivist  grounded theories was part ly influenced by his exposure to the m ore detailed 

works of Glaser and Holton, m any which have been cited within this paper.  

As this paper dem onst rates, there is a large volum e of lit erature available on 

grounded theory, with m any researchers offer ing to dem yst ify the m ethodology by stat ing 

the fundam ental tenets of grounded theory (constant  com parat ive m ethod, theoret ical 

coding, sam pling, saturat ion, and sensit iv ity)  without  explaining the differences that  exist  

between m ethods.  O'Reilly, Paper and Marx (2012) , with passing com m ents on the hist ory 

and splinter ing of grounded theory, offer excellent  reasons for the use of grounded theory  

and the result ing benefits;  but  by cross referencing the various form s of grounded theory,  

they leave the novice researcher confused and no further ahead in understanding which 

form  of grounded theory best  suit s their  research.  Much of the research published cit ing 

grounded theory does not  ident ify which form  of grounded theory is being used, and it  is 

only by following the citat ions and coding m ethods that  one can clearly dist inguish the 

m ethod used.  Much of the “how to”  type li terature on grounded theory will use term s that  

are com m on to m ore than one type of grounded theory, and it  is only by understanding the 

different  grounded theory m odels that  the reader can dist inguish which m odel is being 

referred to.  Draucker, Martsolf, Ross and Rusk (2007)  presented a paper ent it led 

“Theoret ical Sam pling and Category Developm ent  in Grounded Theory”  which, on review, is 

only applicable to St raussian grounded theory and would have no place in CGT;  both 

m ethods discuss theoret ical sam pling and category developm ent  but  from  very different  

posit ions. 

The purpose of th is paper was not  to discredit  other form s of grounded theory, but  t o 

put  forward that  CGT was the best  fit  for the com binat ion of the topic of board cult ure and 

the researcher (Author, 2010) .  The aspects of CGT that  created the best  fit  included the 

concept  that  the theory needed to com e from  the data and that  lit erature review could be 

viewed as another aspect  of the data.  The induct ive philosophy put  forward by Glaser 

(2011)  had direct  appeal to t his researcher.  Walker and Myrick, in their  detailed analysis on 

coding and process, concluded that  “m aybe it  is m ore about  the researcher and less about  

the m ethod”  (2006, p.558) , a sent im ent  shared by Heath and Cowley (2004) , Fendt  and 

Sacks (2008) , Bryant  (2009) , and Fernandez (2012) .  For the researcher it  is not  about  

which m ethod is superior, it  is m ore which one f its both t he data and the researcher.

What  has been out lined previously within this paper is a discussion of m ethod 

differences as viewed by various grounded theory scholars.  As put  forward by Glaser 

(2011)  in describing the teaching of grounded theory, it  is im portant  for t hose using CGT to 

focus on two aspects of grounded theory:  “1. the nature of the area of interest  and 2. the

extent  of the researcher 's abilit ies and talent s and tem peram ent  to handle init ial conceptual 

confusion”  (p.47) .  As described earlier, the m ethod of coding is very different  for each form  

of grounded theory.  The board cult ure research successfully com pleted by this author only 

considered coding from  the perspect ive of CGT, which is based on induct ion and has a 

m ult i- level applicat ion of abst ract  codes for each line of data.  A line of data m ay be a 
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recorded t ranscript , or m em os and notes taken by the int erviewer, or any other form  of 

data. Glaser defines coding as “conceptualizing data by constant  com parison of incident  with 

incident , and incident  with concept ”  (1992, p.38) . 

I n researching the various versions of grounded theory and having had the 

opportunity to read volum es of different  studies som e valuable lessons were learned from  

the perspect ive of a novice user of grounded theory.  These learnings can be sum m arized 

asfollows:

1.  Understand yourself and how you like to do research.  Can you tolerate the lack 

of clar ity at  the beginning of the research journey?

2.  Take the t im e to explore the details of the various versions of grounded theory

and be constant ly aware of signs of m ethod slurr ing.  

3.  Approach the how- to grounded theory books with a great  deal of caut ion, m any 

speak the term s but  do not  walk the talk.

4. Manage your fear that  you will end up with lots of int erview notes but  no theory.  

(Having had that  feeling, it  does go away)

5.  Trust  in the process but  stay t rue to the course.  (For those doing CGT, caving in 

and doing the literature review prior to substant ial developm ent  of your theory will 

likely derail a potent ially good theory before it  has the opportunity to blossom .)   The 

research on cult ure and boards lucked out  in that  the researcher was so focused on 

t rying to understand the data when t im e was allocated to the lit erature review the 

board cult ure theory was taking form and the literature review only re-enforced why 

the theory was im portant  for future research.

6.  I f a m entor can be ident ified, use him / her but  ensure that  their  philosophy is in 

tune with both the researcher and research area.

7. Don't  give up.  The eureka m om ent  does com e but  m ost  experience it  when they 

are close to giving up.  Have faith in the CGT process when used as designed it  

generates fantast ic results.

8. Linked to the previous point  stay open and rem em ber if you selected CGT it  will 

generate a substant ive t heory.  

9. I f using CGT be caut ions of software claim ing it  will aid in your analysis it  can act  

as a block and not  an enabler.

10.  Finally keep referr ing back to the 'Fit ,  Understandabilit y, Generalizabilit y and 

Cont rol' as put  forward by Glaser and St rauss 1967 it  keeps you on t rack.

With hindsight , the decision to use CGT for board cult ure research was the correct  

decision.  The focus was to t ry and understand cult ure as applied to boards and to use the 

researchers unique accessibili t y to the boardroom  to determ ine if by using CGT a new 

theory could be developed allowing boards to becom e m ore effect ive. The answer was yes.
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Abstract 

 
This paper describes the classic grounded theory (GT) process as a method to discover GTs 
to be subjected to later empirical validation. The paper shows that a well conducted 
instance of requirements engineering or of architecture recovery resembles an instance of 
the GT process for the purpose of discovering the requirements specification or recovered 
architecture artifact that the requirements engineering or architecture recovery produces. 
Therefore, this artifact resembles a GT. 
 
 

Introduction 

 
The purpose of this paper is to show that well conducted instances of two different activities 
in Software Engineering, requirements engineering (RE) and architecture recovery (AR) 
resemble grounded theory (GT) processes. Each verifies the power of the classic GT 
process, as discovered by Glaser and Strauss (1967), to identify what is happening in a 
practical situation, producing a working GT of the requirements or architecture of a system. 
The aim is to point out some striking similarities between the classic GT process and 
software engineers’ approaches to requirements engineering and architecture recovery, thus 
demonstrating how requirements engineering and architecture recovery practitioners might 
be producing working GTs.  
 

The purpose of requirements engineering is to use whatever data are available, from 
documents to spoken words, to construct a requirements specification for a software 
system. The purpose of architecture recovery is to use whatever data are available, from 
existing code and documentation to spoken words, to construct a recovered architecture for 
an existing software system. This paper is not trying to invent a new form of the GT 
process, but is simply showing, by appeal to a description of the classic GT process, that 
what software engineers are doing in either of these two specific cases amounts to a GT 
process and that the artifact produced, a requirements specification or a recovered 
architecture, resemble a GT. 
 
 Section 2 describes the classic GT process and its resulting working GTs. Section 3 
argues that two activities in Software Engineering, Requirements Engineering and 
Architecture Recovery, are GT processes. Section 4 describes related work, and Section 5 
concludes the paper. 
 
 In what follows, an arbitrary GT process practitioner is without loss of generality 
assigned the male gender and an arbitrary requirements or architectural analyst is without 
loss of generality assigned the female gender. Note also that architecture recovery is a 
major and essential component of reverse engineering, whose common acronym, “RE” is 
identical with the acronym used for “requirements engineering”. However, reverse 
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engineering includes steps that are not considered in this paper and is thus regarded as 
outside the scope of this paper. 
 
 

2 Grounded Theory 
 
The classic GT process is a method for developing grounded theories (Glaser & Strauss, 
1967; Glaser, 1992), each of which is a theory about a named pattern of human behavior. 
In the 1960s, discomfort was growing with the application of traditional statistical methods 
to understanding and explaining social phenomena. The GT process was developed in 
response to this discomfort, and its purpose is to provide a means to gather detailed 
empirical evidence for theory that could be later subjected to traditional statistical empirical 
validation using controlled experiments or other means. The GT process is an adaptive 
research process for finding emergent theory that could not be anticipated in advance of the 
research. The researcher adapts the research process based on what he has learned from 
the data he has seen so far in order to pursue data that support the emergent theory. 
Therefore, not only is the theory emergent, but also the process and the set of data that are 
sought are emergent, as the researcher learns more and more about the phenomena 
involved and, thus, what data should be sought. Glaser (1992) says that everything is 
potentially data to the GT process practitioner. 
 
The steps of an instance of the GT process are: 
1. Data collection: collecting data about the phenomena to be modeled from a 

representative population, 
2. Coding: coding the data in order to understand and categorize them, 
3. Sampling: sampling the data by focusing on some categories, 
4. Memoing: recording the data about categories found to be important into 

memoranda, 
5. Sorting: sorting the memoranda by categories, and 
6. Writing up: writing up the hypotheses that have been developed. 
In remodeled versions of the classic GT process, Brower and Jeong (2008) provide more 
detailed kinds of coding, and Dick (2005) adds a note-taking step between Items 1 and 2. 
 
 Steps 2 through 4 repeat until a core category and a set of interrelated hypotheses 
deemed worthy of testing empirically are formed. While the steps are numbered in a 

particular order—the order even makes sense, because nothing can be written up until 

there is something to be written up—the reality is that dynamism reigns. In the middle of 
doing one step, one might see the opportunity for information requiring initiation of a 
different step. Hence, the steps can and do happen simultaneously. 
 
 A GT process practitioner immerses himself in an instance of the method, observing, 
with as little prejudice as is possible, what is happening, and drawing conclusions supported 
by his ongoing observations. Ideally, the GT process practitioner should begin the GT 
process with no hypotheses that he hopes to prove, in order to avoid being swayed (1) into 
seeing things that are not there and (2) into missing things that are there. In reality, totally 
avoiding opinions is impossible, but he should be aware of the opinions he does form, in 
order to keep himself honest. Moreover, he must clearly state his opinions in any write-up 
so that others can understand from where his decisions came (Walsham, 1995). 
 

3 Requirements Engineering and Architecture Recovery as GT Processes 
 
Software Engineering concerns itself with methods and processes for the development of 
software-intensive computer-based systems (Sommerville, 2007), hereinafter called 
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“programs”. 
 
 Requirements engineering is the discovery and construction of requirements for a 
program that a client needs and wants from the very incomplete and inconsistent 
information provided by the client and the client’s employees and associates, who will 
probably be the program’s users (Robertson & Robertson, 2006; Gause & Weinberg, 1990). 
Indeed, this information may be so incomplete and inconsistent that the requirements 
engineering effort may include determining what the problem is that the program is 
supposed to solve, particularly if the problem is wicked (Rittel & Webber, 1973). It is 
generally not clear up front what information in addition to that supplied by the client will be 
needed. Thus, requirements engineering may include significant unstructured information 
gathering from the client’s organization, including research into the problem itself. The 
sources of information can be any of the following:  written documents,  questionnaires,  conversations with clients and users,  interviews of clients and users,  brainstorming sessions with clients and users,  focus groups with clients and users,  developing scenarios (storyboards) with clients and users, and  walking through prototypes with clients and users, and  even inventive inspiration, 
about the way the problem is solved now, about the future program, or both. It is 
understood in requirements engineering that requirements are both discovered, by 
elicitation, and constructed, by invention (Robertson & Robertson, 2006; Gause & Weinberg, 
1990). In other words, as with the classic GT process, everything about the problem or 
program is potentially useful information.  
 
 Architecture recovery occurs much later in a program’s lifecycle, after it has been 
deployed for long enough that many of the original developers are no longer around or have 
forgotten many details that drove the original development, including the program’s 
underlying architecture (Chikofsky &, Cross, 1990) and the rationale for it. If the program 
must now be changed in some way, the changes must respect the forgotten architecture. 
Therefore, it is necessary to recover the program’s architecture and the rationale for the 
architecture from a detailed and thorough examination of the program’s code and any other 
available related artifacts. This recovery is very much detective work, relying on intuition 
and experience about how code, in general, works and some lucky discoveries. The sources 
of information can be any of the following:  the current and past versions of the code,  comments in the current and past versions of the code,  documentation about the current and past versions of the code,  interviews and conversations with current and past designers and developers, and  e-mail messages sent during current and past work on the program, 
whether correct or not. Here again, as with the classic GT process, everything about the 
current and past versions of the program is potentially useful information. 
 
It has occurred to us that:  requirements engineering can be done in a way that resembles using a classic GT 

process to discover and construct requirements of the program that its client needs 
and wants, and  architecture recovery can be done in a way that resembles using a classic GT process 
to discover and reconstruct the architecture of the program being examined. 

A consequence of this observation is that 
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 the requirements specification that results from a requirements engineering effort 
resembles a GT, and  the recovered architecture that results from an architecture recovery effort resembles 
a GT. 

The classic GT process steps can be applied directly to requirements engineering and to 
architecture recovery. All that are changed are the subjects examined and the artifacts 
produced. As with any other GT construction effort, it is best that the requirements analyst 
or architectural analyst avoid having preconceived ideas of the outcome. 
 

3.1 Requirements engineering as a GT process 
 
Requirements engineering has as its purpose to discover requirements for a program to be 
built by developers at the behest of a client for the benefit of users (Robertson & Robertson, 
2006). In requirements engineering for a program, the requirements analyst initially has a 
vague notion of the program’s requirements, i.e., what the program is supposed to do. By 
reading requests for proposals, vision documents, and other written materials supplied by 
the client of the program, by talking with the client, users, or both, of the program, the 
requirements analyst begins to build a mental model of the program to be built. Each 
mental model must be both validated and refined by asking questions of the client and 
users. The questions that are asked at any time are derived from the mental model that has 
emerged so far. That is, the requirements analyst asks follow-up questions to clarify what 
he has learned already and to test emerging hypotheses. 
 
 While the typical requirements analyst may not specifically follow the six steps of the 
GT process, she normally does every step in some form, possibly in a different order and 
possibly in parallel, as is allowed in the classic GT process. 
 
The requirements engineering variants of the steps of the GT process are: 
1. Data collection: collecting requirement ideas from (1) a request for proposals; (2) 

vision documents; (3) interviews of clients and users; (4) client and user reactions to 
draft scenario descriptions, draft requirements specification sections, models, 
prototypes, etc.; (5) etc., 

2. Coding: (1) classifying requirements as functional or nonfunctional; (2) ranking 
requirements by necessity, desirability, feasibility, costs, etc.; (3) determining 
stakeholders affected by and affecting each requirement; (4) clustering requirements 
into feature groups; (5) etc., 

3. Sampling: asking customers and users follow up questions about the various codings 
of requirements ideas, 

4. Memoing: writing stories, scenarios, requirements specification sections, etc., 
5. Sorting: sorting the memoranda by categories, and 
6. Writing up: writing up the final requirements specification. 

 
 Thus, the resulting requirements specification, which is a reflection of human-made 
decisions about the expected behavior of a program that meets human needs, is the 
working GT. This requirements specification may take any of several possible forms, 
including those of a formal specification written in some mathematical notation (Bowen, 
1996), an IEEE-standard Software Requirements Specification (SRS) written in mostly 
natural language (IEEE, 1998), and a preliminary user’s manual written in mostly natural 
language (Berry, Daudjee, Dong, Fainchtein, Nelson, Nelson, & Ou, 2004). 
 
 Recall that the GT process provides a way to gather detailed empirical evidence for 
theory that could be subjected later to traditional statistical validation using, e.g., controlled 
experiments. There is a correspondence to even this follow-up experimentation in 
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requirements engineering! Very often, a prototype or early version of the program under 
development in a requirements engineering effort is subjected to usability studies. Some of 
these studies are conducted as controlled experiments. Even if there are no usability 
studies, no matter what, the final program is subjected to the most externally valid 
experiment possible, albeit possibly not controlled, of its acceptability to users: deployment 
among users, for bespoke software, or release to the market, for mass-market software. 
The lack of controls in deployment or release experiment is irrelevant, because the purpose 
of controls is to ensure that the small sampling of a normal experiment reflects the real 
world. A deployment or release is the real world. 
 
 With the application of the GT process, requirements engineering for a program 
becomes an interpretive and collaborative effort to develop a contextual and in-depth 
working GT about the program that a client needs and wants. The program’s requirements 
should be constructed jointly by the developers and the client and users so that the clients 
and users will be motivated to support and use the program when it is finally built (Ramos, 
2000). As with any other GT, this working GT must be validated. This validation consists in 
having the client and the users accept the requirements specification as specifying their 
collective requirements. Generally the client and users participate in a walkthrough of the 
requirements specification during which users’ scenarios are exercised according to the 
specifications to see if what is specified is what the client and users want. 
 

3.2 Architecture recovery as a GT process 
 
Architecture recovery has as its purpose to determine a useful and reasonable model of the 
software architecture of an existing program (Chikofsky & Cross, 1990). Although 
architecture recovery is sometimes called “architecture extraction,” that term is misleading, 
in that an explicit architectural model of a program commonly exists neither in the actual 
program nor in its documentation. Moreover, the architecture often does not exist even in 
the minds of the developers. Architecture recovery typically begins by searching for hints or 
descriptions of the architecture, such as might exist in any documentation of the program. 
Often, no such or poor documentation exists. The search may include interviewing any of 
the program’s software architects and developers that are still available and other key 
stakeholders. The source code of the program may be analyzed manually, using fact 
extractors that automatically create a graphical representation of the code, or both. 
 
 The architectural analyst carrying out this analysis generally begins understanding 
neither the target architecture nor the best way to discover this architecture. Rather, she 
follows what is essentially a classic GT process. She gathers more and more data about the 
program and develops, in an emergent fashion, what is hoped to be an increasingly useful 
and detailed model of the architecture of the program (Holt, 2002). Involving developers in 
the recovery helps in two ways: The developers can provide intimate knowledge of the 
implemented program and at the same time, can direct the creation of a model that is more 
likely to be useful to the developers. As the architecture recovery proceeds, the analyst 
makes decisions on the fly, (1) that modify what she is doing to deal better with the data 
gained so far and (2) that refine the emergent model of the program’s architecture. 
 
The architecture recovery variants of steps of the GT process are: 
1. Data collection: (1) collecting any reports that may document the program’s 

architecture or aspects of it; (2) interviewing key stakeholders about the architecture; 
(3) inspecting the source code, manually or with tool support; (4) interacting with the 
running program, often using an interactive debugger or other instrument; (5) etc. 

2. Coding: classifying collected information as essential or coincidental to the 
architecture, determining aspects of the program which have importance to the 
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stakeholders and to the architecture, preliminary division of the program into upper 
level subsystems, etc. 

3. Sampling: (1) probing the source code, or any preliminary graph model, to see if any 
proposed decompositions are reflected in the actual implementation; (2) asking 
stakeholders if a proposed decomposition is useful and intuitive; (3) etc. 

4. Memoing: (1) writing up preliminary descriptions of modules or components; (2) 
preparing preliminary diagrams of module or component interactions, as determined 
thus far; (3) etc. 

5. Sorting: (1) collecting and sorting the various data, descriptions and diagrams, along 
with collected motivations, toward formulating an model of the overall architecture; (2) 
etc. 

6. Writing up: writing up a description of a determined model of the architecture, 
including motivating rationale, top-level decomposition into subsystems, description and 
documentation of those subsystems, and further descriptions and decomposition as 
appropriate to the program. 
 

 Thus, the recovered architecture, which is a reflection of the human-made 
architectural decisions made during the initial construction and at each modification 
thereafter, is the working GT. The recovered architecture may take any of several possible 
forms including that of a collection of diagrams and code fragments, accompanied by a 
natural language description (Bachmann, Bass, Carriere, Clements, Garlan, Ivers, Nord, & 
Little, 2000), with the diagrams in the form of UML class or object diagrams (Booch, 
Jacobson, & Rumbaugh, 1998). 
 
 Architecture recovery is, therefore, a collaborative effort for developing a working GT 
about the architecture of a program. Some elements of this working GT, e.g., the code 
facts, are discovered by examining the program, and some other elements, e.g., the 
architecture, are constructed by thinking about the discovered facts. This working GT must 
be validated by showing the recovered architecture to all of the code’s developers that are 
available for consultation. 
 
 As mentioned, the main purpose of recovering an architecture for a program is to be 
able to make needed modifications to the program. The recovered architecture tells the 
modifying developer where, in the program’s code, the changes need to be made. A very 
effective validation of the correctness of the recovered architecture is that the modifications 
proceed straightforwardly. 
 

4 Other Work 
 
The GT process has been used extensively to develop theories explaining social behaviors of 
all kinds (e.g., Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Glaser, 1992; Jeong, 2006; Pershin, 2006), even in 
technical disciplines such as software engineering (e.g., Walsham, 1995; Carver, 2007; 
Coleman & O’Connor, 2006 & 2007; Hoda, Noble, & Marshall, 2010; Adolph, Hall, & 
Kruchten, 2011), requirements engineering (e.g., Calloway & Knapp, 1995; Johansson & 
Timpka, 1996; Galal & Paul, 1999; Ramos, 2000; Galal, 2001; Power, 2002; Lang & 
Fitzgerald, 2007; Breaux & Antón, 2008), and architecture recovery (e.g., Sillito, Volder, 
Fisher, & Murphy, 2005; Briand, 2006; Kapser & Godfrey, 2006; Sillito & Wynn, 2007). We 
call these uses of the GT process methodological uses because they study methods. 
 
 While there is much empirical work, including using the GT process, about 
requirements engineering and architecture recovery methods, in order to understand 
requirements engineering and architecture recovery, to the authors’ knowledge, there is 
very little other work that specifically describes either requirements engineering or 
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architecture recovery as an empirical method itself. For example, Galal and Paul (1999) 
describe one part of requirements engineering as a GT process when they presented GSEM 
(Grounded System Engineering Methodology), a grounded analysis method for “developing 
qualitative scenarios against which statements of requirements can be evaluated”. Gold and 
Bennett (2002) offer Hypothesis-Based Concept Assignment as a way of assigning meaning 
to code fragments by pairing concepts, i.e., meanings, with indicators, i.e., evidence in 
source code. The discovery of an indicator serving as evidence for a concept is called a 
hypothesis. It is not unreasonable to view this hypothesis generation as another instance of 
the GT process in architecture recovery. Weber (2010) used the GT process in order to 
determine the set of typical users for the privacy-and-security relevant portions of arbitrary 
CBSs from quotations gathered during interviews of 32 such users. She identified five 
different types of users and describes each as a persona. The set of personas are intended 
to inform requirements engineering for the privacy-and-security relevant portion of any 
program to be developed. That is, requirements analysts internalize the specifications of the 
personas in order to be able to answer questions that arise during requirements analysis 
without having to keep a set of users continuously available for questions during the 
analysis. Teixeira, Ferreira, and Santos (2010) describe as a GT process the data collection 
part of the user-centered requirements engineering that they did for a Web-based 
information system for managing the clinical information in hemophilia care. 
 
 

5 Conclusions 
 
Requirements engineering for a program can be viewed as a GT process for the purpose of 
discovering the program’s requirements, and architecture recovery for a program can be 
viewed as a GT process for the purpose of discovering the program’s architecture. In brief, 
the GT process provides a systematic description of the activities of requirements 
engineering and architecture recovery, which might otherwise seem to be random searches. 
Consequently, the requirements specification emerging from a requirements engineering 
effort or the recovered architecture emerging from an architecture recovery effort 
resembles a GT and must be subjected to validation in a manner appropriate for the 
artifact. 
 
 The emergence of the information that requirements engineering or architecture 
recovery normally finds is consistent with considering requirements engineering and 
architecture recovery as GT processes. In each of requirements engineering and 
architecture recovery, not only is the final product of the activity emergent, but also the 
way in which the final product emerges is emergent. This observation says that any attempt 
to standardize requirements engineering or architecture recovery methods is unlikely to 
succeed. 
 

That being said, it should be emphasized that the artifacts produced by requirements 
engineering and architecture recovery efforts are not GTs as defined by GT academics. 
Neither requirements engineering nor architecture recovery practitioners work under the 
banner of a classic GT process. Important aspects of classic GT generation, such as the 
constant comparative method, conceptualization, and the interchangeability of indicators 
have not been discussed in this paper. However, we found it a valuable exercise to compare 
similarities between the classic GT process and the problem solving that occurs in software 
engineering’s requirements engineering and architecture recovery.  
 
 Author Berry has often said in his requirements engineering courses that each problem 
seems to beget its own requirements engineering method. Certainly, he never 
predetermines how he will discover any particular client’s requirements. He listens and 
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adapts his methods to the emerging situation. Our reading of the requirements engineering 
textbooks by Gause and Weinberg (1990) and by Robertson and Robertson (2006) suggests 
that each of these authors operates in the same way. Cockburn (2000) agrees for the entire 
lifecycle, not just requirements engineering. 
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Book Review:     

Ditching Description: From Data to Abstraction 
 

Susan Stillman, Director of Ed for Six Seconds 

 

Barney G. Glaser (2013). Getting Out of the Data: Grounded Theory 

Conceptualization, Mill Valley: Sociology Press 

 

 

Overview 

 

In the first chapter of this book, Glaser explains his purpose to help the researcher 

use the constant comparative method to discover and name patterns in the data, 

relate them to each other, generate a “conceptual hypothesis” (p. 2), and allow a 
multivariate substantive theory to emerge around a core variable. The first sentence 

demonstrates his intent to help the reader in “getting out of the data” into 
“conceptualization” (p. 1).  In preparation for writing this review, I showed the book 
to a friend who has only a passing familiarity with grounded theory (GT). His 

immediate reaction upon reading the first sentence was to ask me whether the 

reader was already supposed to know what “getting out of the data” and “emergence 
of conceptualization” meant.  “All is data” (p. 67) and what good data for me, the 

reviewer!   

 

I had made an assumption that all readers who picked up this book would 

understand the language used, and my friend’s comment made me realize this might 
not be the case.  This small volume is probably not the book for a casual reader with 

some curiosity about GT.  Glaser’s stated audience is the dissertation researcher, 
whom he believes would have the most energy, interest, and motivation to preserve 

the fidelity of classic GT (p. 4), and, therefore, would be looking for additional 

insights and strategies from newer works. This current book is intended as a 

“synopsis” (p. 1), to be supplemented by reading Glaser’s other works. Glaser’s 
process, familiar to his readers, is to do GT, not just write about it. Glaser states, 

“This book will be a GT of GT use, as is my usual style” (p. 2).   
 

 In Getting Out of the Data, Glaser emphasizes, as he has done since 1965, 

the importance of constant comparative analysis for getting to conceptualization, and 

offers “help in getting out of the data” (p. 2).  Help comes in the form of his always 

evolving thinking on both constant comparative methodological steps such as 

eliminating preconceptions, collecting data, coding and naming patterns, and in his 

discussion of the underlying competencies needed for GT method success, such as 

motivation, patience, and the ability to tolerate ambiguity.  In this regard, Glaser 

shares his recent thinking on blocks to conceptualization, with specific suggestions 

and motivational support for getting through these obstacles successfully.  

 

 In preparing to write this review, rather than employ a linear chapter by 

chapter approach, I used the “skipping and dipping” (p. 75) method to memo and 
categorize ideas that caught my attention.  I’ve called the first section Back to 
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Basics, as Glaser deepens aspects of constant comparative analysis familiar to many 

readers. In the second section, Blocks and Counter Blocks, I focus on these newer 

valuable additions to Glaser’s established repertoire of directives to researchers.   
 

 

Back to Basics 

 

Term clarification:  As an experienced teacher of GT methodology, I have often 

fielded questions on the meaning of common GT terms. Glaser provides a worthwhile 

clarification of these terms when he reiterates that code, category, property, and 

concept are all synonymous names for patterns. I have had students stressed by 

their attempts at distinguishing between them, and this clarification will help.  Glaser 

also refutes the use of non-GT terms, such as findings. “Treating a code as a finding 
is a misnomer “ (p. 61).  Validity is another concept often misunderstood by GT 

students, and Glaser reminds the reader that GT is concerned only with grab, fit, 

relevance, workability, and integration, not proof.  Similarly, Glaser does not skirt 

around QDA-like terms. He succinctly pronounces, “notions of objectivist, 

constructionist, subjectivist, reflexivist...are just irrelevant for GT. They are notions 

relevant only for QDA description” (p. 68).  
 

Preventing preconceptions: In Chapter 3, Glaser provides an extensive explanation 

of preconception through careful attention to open questioning, open coding, and 

temporarily setting aside both literature and professional or ideological biases.  He 

highlights the joy and autonomy in staying open to what participants are really 

working on.  He stresses the conflicts that may arise when one’s GT analysis is not in 
sync with prevailing principles and beliefs in one’s field of study. Glaser explains that 
the “jargonized multiple version view of GT” (p. 2) does not have the same 
directives, and by using preconceived concepts or questions, the researcher does not 

stay open “to what is really going on” (p. 27). Glaser reminds the reader of the 
importance of studying not “what ought to be” but “what is” (p. 28). One significant 
point for me regards the application of GT in the world beyond the dissertation.  

Glaser stressed that in many fields, such as education, health care, and 

management, effective leaders must be attuned to the importance of not 

preconceiving what their clients or customers want. The value of a GT trained analyst 

in any organization should not be underestimated.  

 

Naming patterns: Throughout this book, and in the dedicated chapter 6, Glaser 

shares ways to sharpen skills in naming codes and expounds on what patterns are 

and how to name them, thus moving from descriptive to conceptual. He cites 

Simmons, who said, “codes are abstractions of patterns, not mere descriptive 
summaries“ (p. 17).  Having a repertoire of substantive code names aids in one’s 
ability to “get it” and think conceptually. In our GT summer sessions at Fielding, one 

exercise we used to do involved having participants say their “favorite” core variable, 
from past GT studies. Not only did this encourage familiarity with published GT 

research, it also helped students become familiar with naming patterns and excited 

at the possibilities for their own theory development.  
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 In chapter 6, Glaser discusses the use of gerunds in naming patterns and the 

danger of forcing gerunds or over-gerunding (p. 52).  In the same chapter, Glaser 

explores issues associated with using in-vivo codes.  Glaser ends by commenting on 

a question that students frequently ask.  Once a core category is established, and 

selective coding begins, does the analyst use that named category in the grand tour 

question of future interviews?  Glaser adamantly replies that one must keep to the 

respondent’s “drift and emotion WITHOUT mentioning the name of the new core 
category to distract or bait them out of their venting” (p. 58). Appreciating the 

directness of his response, I feel this question could bear more discussion.  

 

Trust in emergence: Knowledgeable readers will know that emergence means 

emergence of conceptualization and that the path to conceptualization is through 

constant comparative analysis (p. 1), but, in this volume, Glaser takes a fresh look 

at this important GT concept, a way out of the “fear zone” (p. 88). “Trust in 
emergence” (p.1) is a mantra that must continually be revisited. Students often tell 

me that when they return to a concept in one of Glaser’s books, after not 

understanding it earlier, it gradually, or sometimes suddenly, begins to make sense. 

I believe that “trust in emergence” is not only trusting the constant comparative 

process, but trusting also one’s training and one’s ability to develop skills 

experientially and incrementally. 

 

Resist succumbing to one-incident codes: In the first few chapters, Glaser repeats 

the familiar exhortation to look for interchangeable indicators that show a pattern 

and to not succumb to the descriptive proliferation of one-incident codes. Glaser 

emphasizes that one indicator does not a pattern make. In my experience, students 

often end up with dozens of codes, because they create them from single indicators, 

rather than using the constant comparative method to pare down to the relevant, 

precise pattern name that has the most imagery and grab. This advice helps 

students to not get mired down in particularistic qualitative data analysis (QDA)-like 

description; it gives students something to guard against.  

 

Accepting one’s limitations: Glaser (2004) wrote: 

 

A researcher requires two essential characteristics for the development of theoretical sensitivity. 

First, he or she must have the personal and temperamental bent to maintain analytic distance, 

tolerate confusion and regression while remaining open, trusting to preconscious processing and 

to conceptual emergence. Second, he/she must have the ability to develop theoretical insight into 

the area of research combined with the ability to make something of these insights. He/she must 

have the ability to conceptualize and organize, make abstract connections, visualize and think 

multivariately. (pp. 9-10)  

 

 The ability to conceptualize is a primary characteristic of a successful GT 

researcher. I have had many students struggle with conceptualization and others for 

whom it comes naturally. Conceptualization can be developed through incremental 

learning (Simmons, as cited in Glaser, 2011, p. 38). That’s good news for students 
and their GT trained mentors. A caveat — learners must not get assistance from 
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non-GT supervisors, as this will derail their emergent understanding and process 

development.  

 

 While many people can be taught to conceptualize, Glaser insists that 

conceptualization is not for everyone. This is a powerful statement worth more 

discussion. Do people self-select to do a GT study? Do they do so because they know 

that they already conceptualize naturally? What if they are not aware of their 

limitations? In my experience, many students do not realize their conceptual 

shortcomings until well into their study. Glaser advises returning to QDA if one 

experiences continued difficulty in conceptualizing, but, for dissertation students who 

have already written proposals and IRBs, this is easier said than done. Students 

must also tolerate confusion and to tolerate “confusions [sic] attendant 

regression/depression at times” (p. 22). An experienced mentor may be needed to 

assist a student in evaluating his or her abilities in these three and other related 

abilities and accepting limitations.   

 

Valuing the preconscious: Related to tolerating confusion and trusting in emergence, 

the preconscious is an important precursor to conceptualization. Glaser instructs 

researchers to, again, trust in emergence and allow the preconscious to do its work. 

According to Glaser, submitting to preconscious processing obviates the need to 

preconceive. Further discussion of this concept would be worthwhile in future works.  

 

Jumping in and jumping out: The way to learn is to let go of preconceptions and 

jump in, or as Glaser says, “ just do it” (p. 16). It takes courage to jump in and stay 

motivated through confusion and blocks. It also takes skill to terminate the constant 

comparative method when theoretical saturation is reached. After open coding, many 

GT researchers find themselves overloaded with potential core variables. I found it 

refreshing that in the discussion of code overload, Glaser advises the researcher 

overwhelmed by too many codes to “take a chance” on a core category to prevent 
“over-coding and to get to a parsimonious substantive theory” (p. 8). Glaser advises 

the researcher recognize the many codes that may not fit the core variable and file 

them away for a later study. 

 

Writing it up: In a brief but powerful chapter, Glaser reviews some key points about 

writing. He directs the reader to earlier extensive literature on writing (1978) and to 

his Appendix, a detailed examination of conceptual writing issues, directives, and 

strategies, also found in Glaser (1998). Conceptual writing is a logical re-ordering of 

memos from a memo bank, sorted and related to each other and to a conceptual 

code, the core variable, and often to a theoretical code.  Many a student can come 

up with excellent pattern naming and write conceptual memos, but will not carry 

over the conceptual rigor to the actual dissertation. Experienced GT mentors can 

help students keep their GT writing concise, logical, and focused on concepts not 

description. Glaser’s two conceptual writing rules, “think theory write substance” (p. 
109) and “relate concept to concept instead of concept to people” (p. 109) are worth 
further exploration.  
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Blocks and counter blocks 

 

Recognizing blocks: In the second portion of this volume, Glaser addresses blocks to 

conceptualization, reiterating many earlier points in the volume. He provides a 

substantial list of blocks, with the intention to focus attention and thought and help 

readers avoid or handle them with a variety of GT-tested strategies. A partial list of 

blocks follows: 

 

Authoritative blocks, preconceptions, inability to adequately conceptualize, the initial confusion 

and regression, multi-version view of GT, QDA requirement blocks, data collection overload, peer 

reviews, dealing with jargonizing GT, and being a novice both in experience and in scholarship 

with GT. (p. 83) 

 

 The erosion of classic GT by remodeled GT is a familiar theme in Glaser’s 
writing, yet here, Glaser alludes to its detrimental influence on conceptual coding.  

Glaser reiterates that not only researcher predilection for QDA, but also prior 

academic training, often makes the GT method more difficult and confusing for 

novices, due to the “many positivistic rules and methods procedures for description 
that inhibit their openness to knowing and that keep them preconceiving” (p. 40).  
 

 Glaser’s responses to quotes from social constructivists are fascinating for 

elucidating the repeated concerns that may derail GT students.  In one example, 

Glaser replies to the frequent QDA admonition that all meanings are co-created.  

 
Quote: “constructionists acknowledge the mediating role of how categories and concepts are 

constructed by the interviewer and respondents as co-producers of knowledge.”  
My Comment: Thinking about this statement would block anyone from coding. It sews [sic] 

doubts about codes using the cc method for abstraction in favor of accurate description, if ever 

achieved without argument doubts. It puts more block on abstract coding by emphasizing 

coverage of descriptive data and worse yet, by emphasizing the particularism of each individual 

respondent, so impossible to generalize. If a bias exists in any one interview, it is just another 

variable to be conceptualized. It is hard to jump into GT conceptual coding thinking about all this, 

which has a series of descriptive concerns with no realization that GRT coding follows a pure, 

variable conceptual track. (pp.101-2) 

 

 Students will be familiar with many additional blocks noted by Glaser: “School 

PhD requirement structures, PhD formats, department structures and perspectives, 

inexperienced GT professors as supervisors or external critics, preconceptions from 

many sources, IRB requirements…tape recording...” (p. 100). Glaser’s comments will 

be useful to students who have had to defend their codes to dissertation committees 

who demand quantifiable responses to “how many participants said this?” Having to 

report “findings” to dissertation committees is still a reality for many GT learners. 

The encouragement to GT students to keep away from “validity” and “proof” 
concerns and rather focus on “fit” and “relevance” may help writers prepare their 
dissertation drafts for committee review.  

 

 Glaser also responds to the perennial question about recording interviews, 

which he views as another block to conceptualization.  Whether or not one records, 

Glaser urges the analyst to take field notes for immediate coding and not get bogged 
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down with waiting for transcriptions. He also invokes “all is data,” and urges the 
student to use every opportunity for data gathering, whether in casual conversation, 

observations, or events, without worrying about IRB approval, which would be 

virtually impossible to get.  

 

 In my experience, skilled GT supervisors can help students shape their 

proposals and manuscripts into whatever preconceived university template is 

required, without sacrificing the basic tenets of GT.  This concern could use even 

more detailed advice, perhaps in future volumes, from mentors who have 

shepherded GT dissertation students to successful completion at universities with 

strict structuring requirements.  

   

Countering blocks: The inclusion of indicators of conceptual blocks is perhaps the 

most important contribution of this volume. Normalizing these issues, as Glaser has 

done, should help GT researchers to not feel personally at fault if they encounter a 

block.  

Not only must one acknowledge blocks, one must be able to overcome them. The 

following list of attitudes and strategies summarize the skills needed.   

1. skill of tolerating ambiguity; willingness to not know  

2. ability to let go of preconceptions 

3. acceptance of the occasional depression/regression when one feels stuck 

4. ability and motivation to conceptualize 

5. patience 

6. ability to overcome fear  

7. willingness to put aside issue orientations of everyday life (p. 83)  

8. orientation to resist authoritative guidance 

9. personal pacing 

10. avoidance of speculation and meaning making 

11. seeking out knowledgeable GT mentoring  

 

Motivational support 

 

Motivation to do GT begins with excitement for discovering what is really going on, 

yet, to sustain it, one must be aware of potential blocks and adopt strategies to 

avoid and overcome. Glaser explains that success in generating preliminary codes 

seems to aid most researchers in developing confidence. Glaser references Holton’s 
cogent explanation of how successful attempts generate motivation (p. 41) and 

Simmons, who wrote “the ‘aha’ moments of experiential coding generate excitement 
and a feeling of satisfaction that provide motivation and keep the learner moving 

forward in the learning process” (p. 38). Another source of motivation is the idea 

that people pattern naturally. Glaser might expand on this concept, exampling and 

encouraging practice in naming daily patterns, to give additional comfort to those 

who are less sure of their coding ability.   
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 I was pleasantly surprised to note Glaser’s strong support for online GT 
groups. Several years ago, Glen Gatin and I, both former students of Odis Simmons, 

initiated an online group to support GT students at our university. As students 

completed their dissertations and new students joined, the group evolved into a self-

directed, self-empowered learning community, able to provide sound, consistent 

assistance and clarity to its members as they navigate doing GT. Yalof (2012), a 

group member, discovered the core variable, Marshaling Resources that explains the 

process whereby online learners create their own supports, in direct relation to the 

absence of institutional resources, as many students do who join online groups. 

“Exampling makes for strong motivation to code and generate discoveries” (Glaser, 

2011, p. 21). This group’s work together constitutes a form of exampling, wherein 
students learn from each other’s struggles to navigate the constant comparative 

method. Motivation is lent further momentum by the successful completion of other 

students in the group and their continued resourceful support. 

  

 

In conclusion 

 

Some of the most interesting aspects of this book are not necessarily new ideas, but 

strengthened, reflective sections on many topics that Glaser has previously written 

about. The focus on conceptualization, pattern naming, and the motivation and skills 

needed to overcome blocks are the highlights of this work. Glaser’s response to 
comments about both the GT process and QDA methods are extremely enlightening.  

 The processes of online group support might well be expanded in further 

work. As additional assistance to the struggling conceptualizer, I would like to see 

descriptive codes and conceptualization displayed side by side next to the same 

passage of text, with Glaser’s expert commentary.  An index and editing to correct 

typos would be a worthwhile addition to this inspiring, highly recommended book. In 

my opinion, not only dissertation researchers, but also all GT readers, who want to 

deepen their conceptual understanding, experience Glaser’s matchless tone, and 
enjoy his response to comments and questions, would do well to delve into this 

volume. 
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Book Review: Stop, Write

Hans Thulesius, University of Lund 

Stop, Write: Writing Grounded Theory. Barney G. Glaser (2013). Mill Valley: Sociology Press

This book on writing grounded theory is intended for the empirical GT researcher who wants 

to pursue his/her research until publication. It is the first book devoted entirely to such a 

crucial issue as writing grounded theory. Thus, Stop, Write: Writing Grounded Theory, is a 

practical book that fills a gap in GT methodology. In the first chapter of the book, Dr. Glaser 

says, “Stop unending conceptualization, unending data coverage, and unending listening to 

others who would egg you on with additional data, ideas and/or requirements or simply wait 

too long”. The book teaches the reader how to actually write a grounded theory by “simply” 

writing up the sorted memos. This requires efficient sorting that is dealt with in chapter two 

on Sorting Memos, which includes precious repetition from Theoretical Sensitivity (1978). 

How writing can be done effectively is outlined in chapter three, The Working Paper. Then 

follows chapter four on how to rework the first draft with the different tasks of editing for 

language and professionalism. Thereafter, Dr. Glaser discusses Writing Problems in chapter 

five where he gives useful guidance on how to overcome writing blocks and problems with 

supervisors  and  dissertation  committees.  The  book  also  deals  with  publishing  and  with 

collaboration as experienced between Barney Glaser and the cofounder of grounded theory, 

Anselm Strauss.

Another book from Dr  Barney G. Glaser. So, why should I read this one when I haven’t read 

all the others, the reader might ask himself. From my perspective, one should read those 

books that one’s grounded theory interests require. And if you do grounded theory research 

or if you teach grounded theory, the requirements may be different. Yet, both doers and 

teachers should get this book in order to optimize their GT skills. Eventually this book is a 

necessity for the committed GT scholar.

Glaser analyses field notes taken during seminars and in his communication with grounded 

theorists worldwide. That is why this book eventually was written up from memos generated 

during years of seminar and mail interactions with grounded theory researchers. Dr. Glaser 

has apparently, in his data, seen a void that needs to be filled regarding writing GT, instead 

of just going on collecting data and generating concepts. Many are those PhD students using 

grounded theory that “outgrow their substantive GTs” (a pattern presented in this book), 

“grapple with worrisome accuracy,” restraints of dissertation committees and keep collecting 

data and generating new concepts instead of pursuing the write up in order to get their PhD 

ready. 

If it takes too long to reach the stage of writing, the joy of doing research risks getting lost 

and researchers may tell themselves – never again a research project using GT, which they 

sense  is  tedious  and hard.  Many researchers with  grounded theory PhDs later  lose the 

motivation for pursuing another project because it took too long to finish the first one. But 

1



since the learning curve of the method is quite long, the best way to get over a post PhD low 

is to start a new project. This is emphasized in the chapter on writing problems, and is a way 

to avoid “outgrowing one’s SGT.” The best way to learn grounded theory is to do it. But, 

doing requires knowledge on how to, and that is where Dr. Glaser’s books come in. 

Writing grounded theory is different from writing other types of research since in grounded 

theory you write theory already in your first memos. The beauty of GT is that you may use 

written ideas that have come up during coding your field noted data already from day one. 

In grounded theory, written ideas are called theoretical memos. They are often modified at 

later stages but nevertheless the written ideas in the memo bank are the most important 

properties of grounded theory data. So, writing grounded theory starts with writing memos, 

but writing up a grounded theory first demands that these memos be sorted. Thus, how to 

sort is a very important part of this book. In fact, a subtitle could have been added, “Sorting 

and Writing Grounded Theory.” Proper sorting is such a vital requisite when writing up a 

grounded theory explaining with much variation how people in a substantive area resolve 

their main concern. 

And sorting is not easy. It can be hard and confusing.  The sorting confusion might be even 

worse than the confusion at the open coding stage. Part of the sorting confusion can be 

overcome by reading this book. Just be aware that not all confusion can be eliminated, since 

confusion is part of the method. Confusion triggers the preconscious processing that takes 

care of assimilating ideas and parts of ideas into an integrated whole. And the preconscious 

processing is eventually tapped, developed and registered in memos.

The  sorting  chapter  of  this  book  contains  modified  sections  of  the  sorting  chapter  in 

Theoretical  Sensitivity  (Glaser,  1978).  The  section  on  analytical  sorting  rules  is  almost 

entirely taken from Theoretical  Sensitivity and it  helps to try some of these rules when 

sorting your memos. I say try, since in grounded theory these analytic sorting rules are 

emergent as you sort. That is why Dr. Glaser calls his list of rules guides and the researcher 

is encouraged to “skip and dip through the obvious rules.” Eventually, new rules will emerge 

applying to the researcher’s particular study.

 

This book also deals with overcoming writer’s blocks. One way of overcoming blocks is to 

write a working paper without any constraints re style and language. The chapter on the 

working paper is therefore vital for hesitant writers. A working paper is good for a sorting 

goal and the sorting levels rule comes in handy here. The sorting levels rule means to sort 

concepts on at least three different levels depending on type of publication. For a traditional 

scientific paper in the nursing and medical fields the sorting is then done for the abstract, 

the introduction, methods, results and discussion sections.

Problems of writing are divided into personal and structural blocks in the chapter of Writing 

Problems.  Personal  blocks  of  writing  primarily  present  the  pattern  “outgrowing  of  one’s 

substantive GT,” which is closely related to writing as having a “love affair” with one’s SGT, 

which then never gets written. The best recipe on how to overcome the outgrowing block is 

to start a new SGT project. I never forget the advice Dr. Glaser gave me in 2003 after I had 

finished my first grounded theory on balancing cancer care as a part of my PhD. He told me 
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to go on generating new concepts, doing new GTs, and so I did. Dr. Glaser recognized that I 

had fallen in love with my GT and the best way to move along was to start a new project. 

Then Glaser deals with fear of writing and performance anxiety. The section on structural 

blocks  guides  the  reader  on  how  to  overcome  dissertation  committees,  deal  with 

authoritarian supervisors, and how to pick an appropriate supervisor with examples from Dr. 

Andy Lowe, one of Glaser’s most ardent students. The chapter on publishing gives advice on 

where  to  publish,  writing  tips  on format  and  style,  and  discusses  different  peer  review 

procedures.  It  also  includes  a  section  on  how to  bring  in  the  literature  in  the  written 

grounded theory product.

The  last  chapter,  on  collaboration,  contains  a  12-page  section  on  properties  of  the 

collaboration between Barney G. Glaser and Anselm Strauss. Apart from advice on how to 

collaborate  in  research,  the  chapter  provides  treasured  insights  into  the  history  of  the 

development of grounded theory as a sociological project.  Glaser learned from Strauss that 

a book is just part of a larger “program” or “work” that requires several books over a period 

of twenty to thirty years. This grounded theory project, program or work is now by far the 

most cited in the world when it comes to research using qualitative data. On June 19, 2013 

“The  Discovery  of  Grounded  Theory  –  Strategies  for  qualitative  research”  by  Glaser  & 

Strauss  yielded  52.452  citations  in  Google  Scholar.  As  a  comparison,  Strauss  &  Corbin 

(1990) gets 31.888, Patton (2005) 24.856, and Denzin & Lincoln (2005) 23.129 citations. 

This does not mean that grounded theory is good for everything or liked by everyone. In the 

chapter on publication Glaser reminds the GT researcher to be prepared for the 1/3, 1/3, 1/3 

phenomenon. 1/3 will like the paper, 1/3 will not care, and 1/3 will brutally criticize it. The 

trick is to find a large enough audience who likes your written GT product. This book will 

help you with that endeavor!

3
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